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As a crucial step in nuclear-based hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle, the 
performance analysis of heat transfer process is of paramount importance. However, as a 
newly built system, the major obstacle of applying standard performance analysis to the 
heat transfer process is the sparse data. In this thesis, the methodology of Monte-Carlo 
Simulation-based (MCS-based) performance analysis is developed, and it is shown that 
this method can be used to deal effectively with the problems caused by sparse data in 
the heat transfer process. This method expanded the database successfully and carried out 
the Monte-Carlo simulation through expanded database. The details of the heat transfer 
process in a nuclear-based hydrogen production based on a four-step Cu-Cl cycle is 
firstly listed and discussed. Afterwards, the modelling of the MCS-based performance 
analysis of heat transfer process is proposed and explained step by step.  The confidence 
interval of the simulation results is demonstrated since the variations in results is a major 
issue for any performance analysis based on simulations. The final result indicated that 
the MCS-based performance analysis is a reasonable performance analysis method that 
can be used to evaluate the performance of the heat transfer process in the nuclear-based 
hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle through sparse data. 
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1.1    Background 
With the increasing consumption of fossil fuels, the reserves of it are dwindling every 
day. These resources will be exhausted in the future because fossil fuel is not an 
abundant energy source. Furthermore, fossil fuel has negative effects on the environment, 
especially in oceans. There is an urgent need to find a new type of energy which is 
abundant and not rely on fossil fuels. Hydrogen is this kind of energy that can be 
expected when conventional energy crisis occurred. Because nuclear energy is 
considered as a clean and sustainable source of energy, the nuclear-based hydrogen 
production is also called clean hydrogen production. Nowadays, many countries show 
their interests on clean hydrogen production. 
There are many industrial ways of producing hydrogen, such as electrolysis hydrogen 
production, coal gasification and so forth [1]. Clean hydrogen production is the new 
member of industrial means for producing hydrogen. In order to obtain hydrogen from 
water, waste heat of nuclear power plants is used for water splitting.  In September 2010, 
the University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT) launched the Clean Energy 
Research Laboratory (CERL) officially. The primary target of CERL is to move clean 
hydrogen production from laboratory to industrial use. CERL is working on the world’s 
first lab-scale demonstration of copper-chlorine cycle (Cu-Cl cycle) for water splitting 
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and nuclear hydrogen production [2]. Since the waste heat of nuclear power plants is 
used in the nuclear hydrogen production, it raises several questions such as how much 
heat is needed for water-splitting and how is the performance of this newly-built system. 
1.2 Problem Statement and Motivation 
Performance analysis is a crucial process of the establishment of a new control system. 
For a newly-built control system, the obstacle of performance analysis is the sparse data. 
Because the nuclear-based hydrogen production system is still underdeveloped in CERL 
in UOIT, it is challenging to obtain parameters of the heat transfer process. Thus, the 
main problem for performance analysis is to find a method to deal with sparse data [3]. 
This thesis is focused on performance analysis of the heat transfer process, which is the 
most important step of clean hydrogen production. For water-splitting technology used in 
nuclear-based hydrogen production, the process can only be completed when there is 
enough amount of heat from the nuclear plant [4]. Therefore, this step becomes the most 
crucial step for hydrogen production. In other words, performance analysis of heat 
transfer process is able to reflect the actual performance of the whole nuclear-based 
hydrogen production [5] [6]. 
The aim of this thesis is to extend the method of Monte-Carlo simulation to a 
performance analysis of a newly-built control system. The method developed is applied 
to analyze the heat transfer process in the nuclear-based hydrogen production. The 
dataset of heat transfer process is expanded through Monte-Carlo simulation, and the 
performance of the heat transfer process is analyzed based on the expanded dataset.  
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
The structure of the thesis is shown as follows. In Chapter 2, literature review is given to 
providing information on recent progresses in the areas of heat transfer process and 
performance analysis method for sparse data. In Chapter 3, a method based on Monte-
Carlo simulation for performance analysis of newly-built control systems is developed. 
Theories and process of the MCS-based performance analysis is described in detail. In 
Chapter 4, application of the MCS-based performance analysis on the heat transfer 
process in the nuclear-based hydrogen production is demonstrated. In Chapter 5, 





Chapter 2  
Literature Review 
 
This chapter provides the literature review of recent progresses in the areas of heat 
transfer process in nuclear-based hydrogen production and performance analysis based 
on sparse data. Several performance analysis methods have been introduced and 
compared with each other.  
 
2.1 Heat Transfer Process in the Cu-Cl Cycle 
The Cu-Cl cycle (copper-chlorine cycle) is a cycle with electrolysis and hydrolysis steps 
for hydrogen production. The range of temperature in the Cu-Cl cycle is from 25  to 
550 . The main idea of the Cu-Cl cycle is to obtain hydrogen from water splitting. The 
physical and chemical reactions included in the Cu-Cl cycle will split the water into 
hydrogen and oxygen if enough energy is provided in the heat transfer process.  All the 
chemicals created by these reactions will be recycled at the end of the cycle.  
In order to make use of the waste heat, the Cu-Cl cycle is usually connected with a Super 
Critical Water Reactor (SCWR) or some other nuclear reactors with high temperature. 




Figure 2.1: Layout of integration of Cu-Cl cycle and SCWR 
Water splitting is the main procedure in the nuclear-based hydrogen production. In the 
Cu-Cl cycle, several physical and chemical steps need to be completed before water 
splitting. Heat transfer process is a process of a combination of exothermic and 
endothermic during those physical and chemical steps [4]. The net efficiency of Cu-Cl 
cycle is approximately 43%, which is 33% more than electrolysis [8]. Three types of Cu-
Cl cycle have been demonstrated up to now: 3-step, 4-step and 5-step cycles. The 4-step 
Cu-Cl cycle, which is currently being tested in the University of Institute of Technology 
(UOIT), is a combination of hydrogen and electrochemical reactions [9].    
The required heat for water splitting is 543.7 kJ, which is obtained by an Aspen Plus 
simulation model based on nuclear hydrogen production with a 4 step Cu-Cl cycle. The 
required heat for the 4-step Cu-Cl cycle, compared with other types of Cu-Cl cycles, such 
as 3-step Cu-Cl cycle and 5-step Cu-Cl cycle, is the lowest.  
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2.1.1 4-step Cu-Cl process cycle 
The process cycle of a 4-step Cu-Cl cycle is shown below [10] [11]: 
1.         
            
→               
2(a).          
         
→                      
2(b).           
         
→              
3.           
          
→                  
4.        
          
→           
 
 
   
The overall process of the Cu-Cl cycle and the energy requirement for hydrogen 
production is shown in Fig. 2.2: 
 
Figure 2.2: Energy requirement for clean hydrogen production 
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2.1.2 Introduction of each step of 4-step Cu-Cl cycle [10] 
Step 1 and 2A, Electrolysis: 
1.         
            
→               
2(a).          
         
→                      
These two steps are performed by an electrochemical cell. A small amount of HCl is 
added to dissolve the CuCl in the process of electrolysis because CuCl is soluble in water.  
Step 2B, Drying: 
2(b).           
         
→              
The       obtained by electrolysis process needs to be separated by vaporization of 
waste water. This step takes place in a flash dryer at a temperature of 90 . Instead of 
using a flash dryer, the ongoing research at CERL in UOIT is using a new method to 
pressurize liquid stream in a pressure-reducing nozzle, at a reduced temperature of 70   
[4]. 
Step 3, Hydrolysis reaction: 
3.           
          
→                  
In this process, reaction takes place between solid       obtained from drying process 
and high temperature steam at a temperature of 450  in a fluidized bed. In order to 
improve the yield of product significantly, a large amount of water is consumed in this 
process, which leads to an increase of cost and size of nuclear-based hydrogen plant.  
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Step 4, Oxygen-decomposition reaction: 
4.        
          
→           
 
 
   
Among all the physical and chemical processes, this step requires the highest temperature. 
The heat for this step would be continuously provided by SCWR or other nuclear 
reactors with high temperature.  
 
2.2 Performance Analysis of Sparse Data 
Sparse data is a major problem in the field of data analysis, because accurate data 
analysis should be based on a sufficient amount of data that is consistent with the actual 
situation. A useful and practical method for analyzing sparse data should not only carry 
out the performance analysis but also expand the original dataset. Several sparse data 
analysis methods are found and studied in the literature and introduced in this section. 
The advantages and disadvantages of each method are listed and discussed at the end of 
this section [12].  
For heat transfer process, there are three obstacles for a performance analysis, which are 
nonlinear, sparse data and multi-dimension. Because heat transfer process of Cu-Cl cycle 
is performed through a certain amount of heat transfer points, which are controlled by 
different ranges of temperature. For each heat transfer point, it has its own engineering 
equation. Because heat transfer process is a combination of four steps, the total heat 
transfer amount is calculated by the sum of heat transfer amount of each step. Therefore, 
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the second problem of heat transfer process is its multi-dimension. At last, sparse data is 
a common problem for newly built system. Obviously, a reasonable performance analysis 
method for heat transfer process should be able to deal with the problems raised by multi-
dimension and sparse data. 
2.2.1 Sparse PCA  
Sparse Principle Component Analysis (Sparse PCA) is a method that designed for sparse 
data analysis in the statistical field. It analyzes the data by finding its linear combinations 
of the original variables [13].  
In multivariate statistical analysis, Sparse PCA is an analysis technique to simplify the 
complicated data set. Principle component analysis is used to convert a set of correlated 
variables into a set of uncorrelated variables. The uncorrelated variables are called 
principle component. This process is conducted through keeping low-level main 
components and ignoring the high-level principal components which have all the features 
of low-level components. Therefore, the low-level components are able to retain the most 
important characteristic of data. Since the Sparse PCA is dependent on the dataset, the 
accuracy of the data analysis has a great influence on the results of Sparse PCA.  
Sparse PCA is also used to analyze the data and construct a mathematical model. The 
principle components and features of dataset are obtained through the feature 
decomposition of the covariance matrix. Sparse PCA is the easiest method to analyze 
multivariate statistical characteristic quantity distribution. Its result will indicate that the 
data of which dimension has the most impact on the variance. In other words, Sparse 
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PCA provides an effective way to reduce the data dimensions and analyze the data. 
Sparse PCA is particularly useful in the analysis of multi-dimensional sparse data.  
Typically, the operation of Sparse PCA can be considered to expose the internal structure 
of the data, so as to explain the variable of the dataset in details. If a multi-dimensional 
dataset can be appeared in the space coordinate system of high-dimensional data, the 
Sparse PCA can provide a relatively low-dimensional image. This image is a projection 
of the original point which has the most important characteristic of the dataset. Therefore, 
the process of dimension reduction is conducted through Sparse PCA.  
This method lowers the dimensions of dataset by using a vector space transform [14]. 
Sparse PCA is computed by singular value decomposition (SVD) of the data matrix. For 
example, if the dataset X is assumed to be a     matrix, where n is the number of 
observations and p is the number of variables. Without loss of generality, the column 
means of X are assumed to be 0. Then, the SVD of dataset X will be: 
       
The principle components of dataset X is     . The standardized principle 
components U are called the eigen-arrays and V is the eigen-genes. Usually, the first 
principle components are chosen to represent the total dataset. Therefore, sparse PCA 
achieved a dimensionally reduction.  
In Figure 2.3, the 2D plot of sample data is shown. It is supposed that the X-Y data looks 





Figure 2.3: Sample 2D X-Y data 
In order to explore how the data spread, the ellipse fitted to the data is shown in Figure 
2.4.  
 
Figure 2.4: Ellipse fitted to the data 
After the ellipse fitted to the data is shown on the figure, the principal component axes 
(the base vectors) is obtained through the variance of the data. The Sparse PCA will 
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calculate these vectors and provide transformation. The axes of the ellipse are shown in 
Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5: Ellipse axes 
An application of sparse PCA in a three dimensional dataset is shown in Figure 2.6.  
 
Figure 2.6: Application of sparse PCA in an investigation of geochemistry [16] 
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In Figure 2.6, an application of sparse PCA to the investigation of the geochemistry of 
the Wei River, this is the largest tributary of the Huang He River. The main problem of 
the investigation is that it is a multi-dimensional scenario because there are about 30 
different kinds of elements in the river. Through the sparse PCA computed by SVD of 
data matrix, all kinds of elements explored in the Wei River are divided into 6 groups and 
principle components of each group will represent the whole group, which greatly reduce 
the dimension of the problem.   
A discrete sparse PCA is applied in the statistical field in order to find the combinations 
of variables more efficiently. Furthermore, in order to assure its accuracy, it also applied 
the branch-and-bound research to reduce the randomness of results [17]. 
The limitation of sparse PCA is that it cannot be used for nonlinear problem. In Figure 
2.7, a nonlinear 2D sample dataset is shown. 
 
Figure 2.7: Sparse PCA for nonlinear problem 
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While the sparse PCA tries to find the principal components by variance, the principal 
components cannot be found because the largest variance of the dataset is not along a 
single vector.  
In summary, the advantage of sparse PCA is that it can analyze data with several 
dimensions by vector space transform. Because the main achievement of sparse PCA is 
to reduce the number of dimensions of the multi-dimensional dataset, it is hard to use the 
sparse PCA to expand the dataset.  
2.2.2 Bayesian analysis 
Bayesian analysis is a fruitful approach to statistical problems. A basic Bayesian analysis 
is to set up a probability model for the original dataset [18]. It is established initially 
based on a default distribution and then the likelihood function based on the dataset is 
constructed. After that, the likelihood function will help the default distribution to 
approach the actual distribution of dataset by calculating the correlation between current 
dataset and default distribution [19] [20]. 
Bayesian analysis method is developed based on Baye’s theorem, which is used to 
systematically elaborate and solve the statistical problems. Complete Bayesian analyses 
consist of data analysis, structure of probability model, priori information, response 
function and the final decision. The basic method of Bayesian inference is to combine the 
priori information with sample information. After that, the test information is obtained by 
Baye’s theorem and the unknown parameter is determined by the test information. There 
are three branches of standard Bayesian analysis, which are objective Bayesian analysis, 
subjective Bayesian analysis, and robust Bayesian analysis.  
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The objective Bayesian analysis faces a main problem is improper prior distribution, 
which does not meet with the coherency that Bayesian analysis required. Similarly, a 
priori selection of inappropriate abnormal distribution may result in an abnormal 
posterior distribution, which requires attention to such kind of issues during the process 
of objective Bayesian analysis, in order to avoid the problem indicated above [21]. 
Subjective Bayesian analysis is a trendy method accepted by many researchers of 
Bayesian analysis that is considered to be the backbone of the Bayesian analysis theory. 
Admittedly, it is convincing in the philosophical sense. When subjective information 
(model and subjective prior distribution) is added in the subjective Bayesian analysis, 
subjective information included in the Bayesian analysis must be determined completely 
and accurately. The required extremely high accuracy of subjective information leads to 
the limitations of this approach in the application. If it is not feasible to use a completely 
subjective Bayesian analysis, the analysis of the problem can be conducted through using 
both subjective and objective priori information. This wise choice can often get good 
results [22]. 
Robust Bayesian analysis is another branch of Bayesian analysis. Researchers of robust 
Bayesian analysis believe that it is impossible to completely set the subjective value of 
the prior distribution of the model. Even if it is applied to the simplest case, a subjective 
infinity must also be included in a subjective set. The central idea of robust Bayesian 
analysis is to combine the modelling of the system with the prior distribution in order to 
assure the accuracy of Bayesian analysis. All the processes of analysis are conducted 
within the framework of the collaboration. After several unknown parameters are derived, 
this collaboration can still reflect the basic properties of the unknown parameters [23].  
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Here is an example to define the gender of a random sample of people, 20 people are 
picked off the road. The gender of 5 out of 20 people is known, and 3 out of 5 are female. 
The number of females in this group of people can be estimated by Bayesian analysis. 
The prior distribution, likelihood distribution and posterior distribution is shown in 
Figure 2.9.   
 
Figure 2.8: Estimation of number of females in the group by Bayesian Analysis 
The horizontal coordinate stands for the number of females in the group and the vertical 
coordinate stands for the likelihood coefficient of the distribution. From the result in 
Figure 2.8, it indicated that the prior distribution is very strong, and the amount of 
information imbedded in the likelihood distribution is small. Therefore, the posterior 
distribution obtained through Bayesian Analysis is very close to the prior distribution. 
The posterior distribution is a balance between the prior distribution and likelihood 
distribution.  Therefore, the maximum value of the posterior distribution always lies 
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between the maximum values of the prior distribution and likelihood distribution. 
Because the size of dataset for this sample is small (20), the effect of the likelihood 
distribution on the posterior distribution is very small.  [24]. 
In conclusion, Bayesian analysis is capable of dealing with sparse data by deciding on a 
default distribution. However, there are two drawbacks when it is applied to the problem 
of heat transfer process. The first one is that Bayesian analysis is more suitable for one-
dimensional situation. However, heat transfer process has four separate steps, which 
leads to a multi-dimensional situation that will profoundly increase the complexity of the 
Bayesian algorithm. The second problem is that Bayesian analysis raises the problem of 
computational cost. In order to avoid variance in the result, the performance analysis of 
the heat transfer process needs a large amount of data. Because Bayesian analysis 
formulates the distribution by comparing each data, a large dataset will profoundly 
increase the computational cost. Thus, although Bayesian analysis a reasonable approach 
for sparse data analysis, it is still not applicable for the performance analysis of the heat 
transfer process.  
 2.2.3 Monte-Carlo simulation 
Monte-Carlo simulation is a computational algorithm that depends on randomizing 
samples repeatedly to obtain final results based on sparse data [25] [26]. 
As a statistical method, Monte-Carlo simulation allows operators to assess the risk and 
obtain an early warning of the crisis [27]. The simulation results can obviously help 
operators to be aware of the performance or stability of the projects they are working on. 
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Furthermore, all the steps of Monte-Carlo simulation is executed by computer repeatedly, 
which greatly saves the time and efforts of operators. 
Monte-Carlo simulation is often used in simulations of physical and mathematical 
systems. This method is most suitable to calculation by computer when it is infeasible to 
obtain an exact result with a deterministic algorithm. It can be used to construct model 
phenomena with uncertainty in inputs, such as the risk analysis in business and reliability 
analysis in engineering. After that the Monte-Carlo simulation will execute through a 
complex algorithm in computer. It will do a large number of iteration of the project by 
changing the value variables in a reasonable range, in order to find how variables will 
affect the project. If the Monte-Carlo simulation is executed by enough times, it will 
finally get a useful dataset with sufficient amount data. Therefore, the result of Monte-
Carlo simulation will help to do a risk analysis or performance analysis with much more 
accuracy.  
The most important advantages of Monte-Carlo simulation is listed as follows, 
1. A probability distribution can be fitted into any dataset easily and flexibly. 
2. It has low computational cost, because the level of mathematics required for Monte-
Carlo simulation is basic. 
3. The correlations and other relations between variables can be modeled systematically.  
4. The changes one want to make to the Monte-Carlo simulation model can be achieved 
with great ease and speed.  
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The disadvantages of Monte-Carlo simulation is that it is usually used as an approximate 
technique. However, any degree of precision can be achieved by increasing the number 
of iterations. Because the number generated by the particular probability distribution is 
different for each time of iteration, the variance of results of different iteration times is 
the main problem for Monte-Carlo simulation. The problem raised by variance in results 
is solved by the optimized MCS-based performance analysis method developed in this 
thesis.  
A probability distribution is an important part of the Monte-Carlo simulation, since the 
random data of Monte-Carlo simulation generated by particular probability distribution.  
Consider the distribution of the input variable x, the cumulative distribution function F(x) 
provides the probability that the variable X will be less than or equal to x. The 
cumulative distribution function is shown as follows: 
                     (2.1) 
The range of F(x) is from zero to one. If one look at the Equation 2.1 in the reverse 
direction to obtain the value of x for a given value of F(x), the inverse function of F(x) is 
shown as follows: 
 (    )             (2.2) 
The inverse function G(F(x)) is often used to generate random numbers from each 
distribution in a performance analysis model.  




Figure 2.9: Graphical representation of the relationship between F(x) and G(F(x)) 
In order to generate a random sample for a particular probability distribution, a random 
number r is generated between zero and one. The value of the number r is then put into 
the Equation 2.2 to obtain the value of variable x. The process of getting variable x is 
shown in Equation 2.3. 
                 (2.3) 
The random number r is generated from the uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1], in 
order to provide the equal opportunity of variable x lies in any range. The commonly-
used probability distributions are obtained by different types of G(F(x)), but the random 
number r is always generated from the uniform distribution in the interval [0,1]. 
Therefore, all the commonly-used probability distributions are the extensions of standard 
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uniform distribution. The Figure 2.10 illustrates how commonly-used probability 
distribution is directly or indirectly by uniform distribution (0, 1).  
 
Figure 2.10: Relationship between uniform distribution and other commonly-used 
distributions 
Monte-Carlo simulation is also used to calculate the approximate pi. It let the computer 
randomly generate a number between 0 and 1 to see if the horizontal and vertical 
coordinates of the points located within the unit circle. After a series of random points is 
generated, the number of points within the unit circle and the number of total points are 
calculated. When more random points are obtained, the value is closer to the true value of 
pi.  
In Figure 2.11, the Monte-Carlo simulation algorithm for yearly net value. All the net 
present value is calculated through sampling of the probability distribution of year’s cash 
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flow.  After all the net value is repeatedly calculated, the risk analysis of the net value 
can be conducted. 
 
Figure 2.11: Monte-Carlo simulation algorithm for yearly net value 
Since the probability distribution is sampled by Monte-Carlo simulation based on current 
dataset, it can quickly deal with nonlinear data through different statistical probability 
distributions, such as uniform distribution, log-normal distribution, Weibull distribution 
and so forth [29] [30]. With the statistical probability distribution that fit the dataset, the 
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dataset can be expanded based its own curve. The size of the updated dataset is another 
problem for Monte-Carlo simulation, when expanding the dataset [31]. 
As discussed above, the dataset of the heat transfer process can be treated as a multi-
dimensional dataset. Unlike the Bayesian analysis, the default setting of Monte-Carlo 
simulation is very simple, and it can quickly deal with multi-dimensional dataset by 
changing the value of default parameters [32] [33]. When analyzing the 4-step heat 
transfer process, the amount of heat transfer of each step is added together to obtain the 
overall heat transfer amount of the process, and its performance is analyzed afterwards. 
Furthermore, the process of Monte-Carlo method is to calculate the result continuously, 
which avoids the issue of high computational cost [34]. 
In conclusion, Monte-Carlo simulation is a reasonable data analysis method for dealing 
with performance analysis of heat transfer process. It can not only expand the dataset to 
assure the accuracy of performance analysis, but also perform the simulation of multi-
dimensional dataset with relatively low computational cost.  
2.2.4 Comparison of different performance analysis methods 
After three different performance analysis methods for sparse data are discussed and 
explained, the comparison of these performance analysis methods is provided to find the 
best fit method for performance analysis of heat transfer process.  
As mentioned above, a reasonable performance analysis method for heat transfer process 
should be able to deal with the problems raised by sparse data and multi-dimension.   
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Table 2.1 demonstrates the feasibility of each performance analysis method after applied 
into several particular situations. 
Table 2.1 Feasibility of Performance Analysis Methods in Specific Situations 
Methods\Situations Expand Data Multi-dimensional 
Sparse PCA N Y 
Bayesian Analysis N N 
MC simulation Y Y 
 
In the table 2.1, the entry ―Y‖ stands for that the method can deal with that situation, ―N‖ 
stands for that the method is not suitable for that situation. Monte-Carlo simulation is the 
only performance analysis method which is feasible for all of the three situations. 
To sum up, the limitations of sparse PCA are listed as follows, 
1.  In sparse principal component analysis (sparse PCA), one should first ensure that the 
cumulative contribution of the principle components is high enough to represent other 
components in the dataset since the dimension of dataset is reduced based on the 
principle components.  
2. These principle components should be extracted from the dataset should be able to 
explain the realistic situation of the dataset, in order to make sure its cumulative 
contribution is useful for the analysis.  
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3. The main function of sparse PCA is to reduce the dimension of the multi-dimensional 
dataset. Therefore, it cannot expand the dataset as required by the performance analysis. 
For Bayesian analysis, the drawbacks of it are listed as follows, 
1. The result of Bayesian analysis is a posterior distribution is mainly determined by the 
prior distribution. Therefore, the accuracy of the prior distribution is a major problem for 
the Bayesian analysis, which requires many backgrounds investigations and experiments. 
2. Each time a new data is added to the dataset, the procedure of Bayesian analysis needs 
to be conducted from beginning to the end, which enormously increases the 
computational cost. Therefore, it is not suitable to deal with the multi-dimensional 
dataset. 
3. Same as sparse PCA, the Bayesian analysis is also not able to expand the dataset.  
Although sparse PCA and Bayesian analysis are designed for analyzing sparse data, they 
cannot meet all the requirements that exhibited by the heat transfer process in the 
nuclear-based hydrogen production. Because of the feasibility of Monte-Carlo simulation 
in all the situations, it is chosen to be the performance analysis method for the heat 
transfer process. 
2.3 Chapter Summary  
In this chapter, literature review of the heat transfer process for the 4-step Cu-Cl cycle 
and performance analysis method for sparse data is provided. The process of heat transfer 
in the nuclear-based hydrogen production is shown and explained. Methods for 
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performance analysis for sparse data are introduced, and their advantages and 
disadvantages are discussed. Comparison of performance analysis methods in particular 
situations is listed. The following chapter develops and demonstrates an optimized 
performance analysis method based on Monte-Carlo simulation.  
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Chapter 3  
Development of a Performance Analysis Methodology Based 
on Monte-Carlo Simulation 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In order to ensure a newly built system meets or exceeds the design expectations, it is 
necessary to analyze the performance of the system to identify potential problems. This 
kind of process is called ―performance analysis." The function of performance analysis is 
not only limited to evaluating the yield of the system, it can also assess the reliability and 
stability of it. Thus, the nuclear-based hydrogen plant, as a newly built energy system, 
needs to be assessed by performance analysis, in order to assure its stability and 
efficiency.  
As a commonly-used statistical method for software engineering, Monte-Carlo 
simulation (MCS) can also be used in the area of performance analysis. MCS method 
was proposed in 1940s by S.M.Ulam and J.V.Neumann. For the first time, this method is 
applied in ―Manhattan Project," which is a project carried out by United States to develop 
the atomic bomb during the World War II. After that, the basic idea of MCS has been 
discovered and utilized mostly in software analysis.  
The MCS method is a statistical random sampling technique and stochastic simulation 
approach. It is a computational algorithm based on probability theory and statistical 
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methods. The central idea of MCS method is to solve the problem by random numbers in 
the range of the parameters. The MCS method links a specific problem with an individual 
probability model and simulates the process through random numbers created by specific 
probability model.  
Depending on the complexity of the problem, the number of variables may be up to 
several dozen. In order to assure the accuracy of the simulation, the number of iterations 
may be up to thousand times. This scenario is called the ―Curse of Dimensionality‖ for 
traditional iterative methods. MCS method can quickly deal with this scenario since the 
complexity of MCS method is not mainly dependent on the number of dimensions. With 
a computer, MCS method achieved two main advantages: simplicity and swiftness.  
Therefore, a performance analysis methodology is developed in this thesis based on 
Monte-Carlo simulation. This methodology is able to effectively and efficiently handle 
with the problem raised by sparse data, nonlinear and multi-dimension. With the help of 
Monte-Carlo simulation, the process of MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer 
process can be conducted in a short time and with low computational cost, when 
compared with other performance analysis methods.  
In this chapter, the modelling of performance analysis methodology based on Monte-
Carlo simulation is demonstrated. In short, MCS-based performance analysis has four 
steps: identify transfer function of dataset, define input parameter of the model, create the 
random data and set up the Monte-Carlo simulation model. The procedure of each step is 





Figure 3.1: Basic Monte-Carlo Simulation algorithm 
 
3.2 Modelling of MCS-Based Performance Analysis  
The central idea of modelling of MCS-based performance analysis is to solve a 
mathematics or engineering problem through the establishment of a probabilistic model 
or a stochastic process. For problems included in the area of the stochastic process, 
modelling of performance analysis can also be established based on its actual physical or 
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engineering background.  After the modelling of performance analysis, sampling tests 
will be performed to seek the final result.  
The basic steps of MCS-based performance analysis are listed as follows: 
1. Identify transfer function of dataset 
2. Define input parameters of the model 
3. Create random data based on the specific probability distribution 
4. Set up the model of simulation and carry out the process 
3.2.1 Identify transfer function of dataset 
The first and the most important step for the MCS-based performance analysis are to set 
up a quantitative model of the process that needs to be explored. The mathematical 
expression of this step is called ―transfer function." The accuracy of the result from 
MCS-based performance analysis is mainly decided by this transfer function. The 
transfer function can be a known engineering formula or a mathematical model created 
by curve fitting [35]. 
3.2.1.1 Identify transfer function with a known engineering formula 
Because the accuracy of MCS-based performance analysis is mainly based on the 
transfer function, the accuracy of the analysis will be highly increased if a known 
engineering formula can be applied into the process. The process of identifying transfer 




For instance, for the speed of vehicle, a known engineering formula of speed can be 
applied in this scenario. The formula is expressed in Equation 3.1.  
   
 
 
          (3.1)   
Where   is the speed of a vehicle,   is the distance travelled in time T, and   is the time. 
If the unknown parameter in this equation is D. If   = 100 s and the speed of vehicle is 
1000 m/s. After a simple process of curve fitting, the value of D can be obtained as 
100,000 m. Therefore, the transfer function for the heat transfer process is obtained as 
follows. 
    
      
 
          (3.2) 
3.2.1.2 Identify transfer function without a known engineering formula 
Sometimes, the scenario is more complicated, and there is no simple engineering formula 
for a particular situation. In this case, the process of identifying transfer function will be 
completed by a mathematical model created by curve fitting [36] [37]. 
Curve fitting is the process of substituting existing data into a logarithmic representation 
through a mathematical model. In the area of engineering, curve fitting is used to obtain a 
continuous function, or more intensive discrete equation that coincides with existing data. 
There are two kinds of curve fitting methods: linear curve fitting and nonlinear curve 
fitting [38]. 
The mathematical model of linear curve fitting is shown as follows,  
                  (3.3) 
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Equation 3.3 is an example of the first degree polynomial. On the Cartesian plane, the 
graph of this polynomial is a straight line, and the slope of this line is  . 
When the first degree polynomial cannot cope with the complexity of dataset, two degree 
polynomial or higher degree polynomials will be applied into the mathematical model 
created by curve fitting. This process is called nonlinear curve fitting. 
The mathematical model of a 2 degree polynomial is shown as follows, 
                     (3.4) 
The mathematical model of a 3 degree polynomial is shown as follows, 
                        (3.5) 
The central idea of curve fitting is to try different coefficients and minimize the Chi-
squared value, in order to find the best-fit mathematical model. Chi-sqr value is the 
square root of the sum of squares of the distances of each data from the curve (a measure 
of the distance from the data to the curve) [39]. When the curve fitting process is 
completed, it means that the best-fit model is found and the Chi-sqr value cannot be 
reduced anymore.   
3.2.2 Define input parameters of the model 
After the transfer function is obtained, the next step for MCS-based performance analysis 
is to determine the distribution and parameters of each input factors that are included in 
the transfer function. Usually, input parameters can be decided based on background 
information of the dataset. If the background information is not available for the current 
dataset, input parameters will be defined by the best-fit probability model of the dataset. 
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3.2.2.1 Define input parameters of the model without background information   
 
As discussed above, the best-fit probability model of the dataset will be used to define 
the input parameters when the background information is unavailable.  
The fitting of probability model is the process of trying to fit dataset into several 
commonly-used probability distribution models. Anderson-Darling (AD) test is a method 
that will help to evaluate how the particular probability distribution fits the dataset [40]. 
           are treated as samples extracted from a particular probability distribution   . 
The primary process of hypothesis testing carried out by Anderson-Darling test is shown 
as follows: 
                                       
In the process above, the symbol ― ‖ stands for obeying the probability distribution and 
the symbol ― ‖ stands for disobeying the probability distribution.  
   is the empirical probability distribution obtained based on dataset. The principle of the 
Anderson-Darling test is to evaluate the difference between probability distribution    
and the specified probability distribution    that is used in the   . 
The value of AD test is determined by the following equation [41]: 
    ∫
             
 
[              ]
   
 
  
       (3.6) 
In Equation 3.6,       is the empirical probability distribution of dataset and       is the 
specified probability distribution. By calculating the approximate limit value of    , the 
value of Anderson-Darling test is obtained. The range of value of Anderson-Darling test 
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is from 0~1. When the value of Anderson-Darling test is closer to 1, it indicates that the 
specified probability distribution fits the dataset best.  
Table 3.1 shows a dataset of wind speed beside a wind power plant, which used here as 
an example for defining the probability distribution.  
Since there is no background information about how the wind speed changes around the 
wind power plant, the best-fit probability model is used to define the input parameters. 
Table 3.1 Dataset of wind speed (m/s) beside a wind power plant 
0.4707 1.625 7.486 5.2841 
1.3961 3.2021 0.8706 1.6972 
3.8037 1.8501 2.3198 0.697 
2.7323 3.863 2.6415 5.606 
3.9055 0.7901 3.591 4.702 
 
The dataset of wind speed shown in Table 3.1 is taken beside a wind power plant. Every 
data of wind speed is recorded every day at the same time for a consecutive 20 days. 
Therefore, the distribution of this dataset of wind speed is definitely able to represent the 
general wind speed beside the wind power plant.  
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Figure 3.3: Anderson-Darling Test of Weibull, Loglogistic, and Exponential Distribution 
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There are six commonly-used distributions included in Anderson-Darling Test, which are 
smallest extreme value distribution, normal distribution, logistic distribution, Weibull 
distribution, loglogistic distribution and exponential distribution.  
The smallest extreme value distribution (SEV) is the special case of Weibull distribution. 
The smallest extreme value distribution is also called logWeibull. The normal 
distribution is the most commonly-used probability model for any system with a 
continuous probability model. Normal distribution is also called Gaussian distribution. 
The logistic distribution is also a continuous probability distribution. It looks like normal 
distribution in shape but with higher kurtosis.  The loglogistic distribution is the special 
case of logistic distribution, which can only be used for non-negative random variables. 
The loglogistic distribution is also called Fisk distribution. Weibull distribution is often 
used in the area of reliability analysis, which is named after Waloddi Weibull. The 
exponential distribution describes the relationship between time and events occurred 
continuously. The Anderson-Darling Test of wind speed is carried out based on these six 
commonly-used distributions.  
In the Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, the red dots stand for the 20 data of wind speed shown 
in Table 3.1, the blue line stands for the standard value of each distribution. The 
correlation between the dataset and distribution is calculated by the distance from red 
dots (dataset) to blue line (standard value of distribution). As comparing the AD values in 
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, it shows that the correlation coefficient of the Weibull 
distribution is closer to 1 than any other distribution. Therefore, the best-fit probability 
model of dataset of wind speed is defined to be Weibull distribution. The detail of the 
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Figure 3.4: Statistical information about Weibull distribution for wind speed 
In Figure 3.4, the basic statistical information about the Weibull distribution for wind 
speed is provided. The red dots in Figure 3.4 stands for the 20 data from the dataset of 
wind speed. The blue line in the middle stands for the standard value of Weibull 
distribution and other blue lines stand for the upper boundary and lower boundary of 
Weibull distribution. The value of the interquartile range (IQR) in Figure 3.4 is a 
measure of statistical dispersion, which is equal to the difference between the upper 
boundary and the lower boundary. The Weibull distribution is described by the shape, 
scale and threshold parameters. Also, the appearance of Weibull distribution is changed 
by the value of shape, scale and threshold parameters.  
3.2.2.1 Define input parameters of the model with background information    
When there is background information of the dataset, the input parameters can be easily 
defined. For instance, when dealing with a dataset of time, the probability distribution of 
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dataset should be set to uniform distribution since the distribution of time follows the 
uniform distribution. If one still tries to fit the dataset into distribution based on the result 
of Anderson-Darling test, the result of Anderson-Darling test may show that several 
distributions have the similar correlation with the dataset of time. If one chooses the 
wrong distribution for the dataset, it will heavily affect the accuracy of the result.  
3.2.3 Create random data based on the particular probability distribution 
After the particular probability distribution that fits the dataset is obtained, the next step 
of MCS-based performance analysis is to create random data for the input factors based 
on the particular probability distribution defined in the previous steps.  
For a simulation process, the central idea is to achieve the nature of the actual system and 
study the system model through experiments. All the random data created by particular 
probability distribution is discrete. It means that each time the random data is created, the 
data is different. The variation between results is a major problem for performance 
analysis based on Monte-Carlo simulation. 
The only way to eliminate the variation between results is to increase the number of 
random data created by particular probability distribution. Although the variation 
between results will be lower when the number of random data is larger, it will finally 
reach its lower limit. The extra time of iterations will lead extremely high computational 
cost.  
Therefore the termination criterion is a crucial factor in the process of MCS-based 
performance analysis. The number of iterations of MCS will directly affect the quality of 
results. A small amount of iterations may lead to considerable variance in the final result. 
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On the contrary, an enormous number of iterations may be meaningless and highly 
increase the computational cost.  
3.2.4 Set up the model of simulation 
After obtaining the random data created by a particular probability distribution, the final 
step of MCS-based performance analysis is to set up the algorithm of simulation and run 
the simulation. A set of numbers should be extracted by random sampling method 
according to a given probability distribution defined in Sec. 3.1.2.  
Target value of the simulation model will be calculated through this set of random data 
and the transfer function identified in step 1 of MCS-based performance analysis. 
The number of random data generated by particular probability distribution is defined at 
the end of MCS-based performance analysis.  
After that, the performance of the project will be assessed through comparison of the 
target value and the evaluation criteria. The process of performance analysis simulation is 
listed as follows, 
1. Determine the evaluation criteria of performance analysis, such as the required heat. 
2. Determine the probability distribution of input variables. 
3. Set up the dataset based on random numbers generated by particular probability 
distribution. 
4. Calculate the target value through the transfer function.  




6. Repeat step 3 to step 5 until the number of iterations equal to a predetermined number. 
7. Sort out the simulation results and calculate the pass rate.  
 
Figure 3.5: Flow chart of MCS-based performance analysis 
In Figure 3.5, it shows the flow chart of MCS-based performance analysis. The final pass 
rate of the objective is calculated through sampling probability distribution and 
calculating target value by defined transfer function.  
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3.3 Example of MCS-Based Performance Analysis on Sparse Data 
Figure 3.3 shows a simple power supply system in Ontario. There are two components in 
this system, which are power plant and users in Ontario. The demand of users in Ontario 
is called ―Power Demand." The power generated by power plant is called ―Power 
Supply." The ratio of ―Power Demand‖ to ―Power Supply‖ is an evaluation criterion that 
assesses the stability of power supply system. The closer the ratio is to 1, the tighter the 
situation of power supply will be. If the ratio is beyond 1, which means the power 
demand is exceeds the power supply, the power plant will carry out some emergency 
plans, such as increasing load or power outages.    
 
Figure 3.6: A simple model of power supply system in Ontario 
The details of this power supply system are shown as follows, and all the data is obtained 
from IESO (Independent Electricity System Operator) in Ontario [42]. 
1. Power supply: The amount of power supply of the power plant is 18500     .  
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2. Power demand: The range of power demand in October, 2013 is from 14788    
  to 17390     . The range of power demand in April, 2013 is from 13520 
     to 16844     .  
3. Ratio of power demand to power supply: This ratio is used to evaluate the 
performance and stability of the power supply system. This value of this ratio is 
usually between 0 and 1, if the power is supplied regularly. If this ratio is close to 
1, it indicates a tight relation between supply and demand of electricity.  
The performance analysis of this power plant will be carried out through the MCS-based 
performance analysis method introduced in Section 3.1.  
3.3.1 Modelling of MCS-based performance analysis of power supply system 
The first step is to identify the transfer function of MCS-based performance analysis. 
Before identify the transfer function, one need to decide the factors that will be included 
in the transfer function. In this scenario, ratio of power demand to power supply (    ) 
will be treated as dependent variable in the transfer function. Power demand (  ) and 
power supply (   ) will be treated as variables in the transfer function.   
Therefore, the transfer function of this MCS-based performance analysis of the power 
supply system is shown as follows, 
     
  
  
            (3.7) 
In the Equation 3.7, the      stands for the ratio of power demand to power supply.    
stands for power demand of users in Ontario.    stands for power supply from the power 
plant. As a stable and reliable power distribution system, the amount of power generated 
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by power plant is 10% higher than the power demand. Therefore, the standard ratio of 
power demand to power supply will be 0.909.  
The second step is to define the input parameters of the MCS-based performance analysis. 
The dataset of power demand and power supply is shown as follows. 
Table 3.2 Power demand in October, 2013 
Minimum Power Demand (    ) Maximum Power Demand (    ) 
14788 17390 
 
Table 3.3 Power demand in April, 2013 
Minimum Power Demand (    ) Maximum Power Demand (    ) 
13520 16844 
 
Table 3.4 Monthly Power Supply in 2013 
Monthly Power Supply (    )  
18500 
 
Because the only available information about power demands from October, 2013 and 
April, 2013 is the minimum and maximum value of the power demand. In practical 
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problems, if one cannot distinguish the probability distribution of random variable x in 
the interval [a, b], one can assume that x uniformly distributed on the interval [a, b] [43]. 
Therefore, the distribution of the power demand from October, 2013 will be assumed to 
be a uniform distribution. Also, the distribution of the power demand from April, 2013 
will be assumed to be a uniform distribution as well.  
The third step of MCS-based performance analysis is to create random data based on the 
particular probability distribution defined in the second step and the fourth step of MCS-
based performance analysis is to set up the model of the simulation and carry out the 
process.  
As discussed in Section 3.1.3, termination criteria are a very crucial factor for MCS-
based performance analysis. Termination criteria are determined based on the variance of 
the result of MCS-based performance analysis. Therefore, step 3 and step 4 of MCS-
based performance analysis are usually executed and discussed together.   
Each time a new list of random data is created by particular probability distribution in the 
interval [a, b], it is different from the previous list randomized in the same interval. A 
low number of iterations may cause enormous variance in the results of MCS-based 
performance analysis. On the contrary, it is more than necessary to choose a large 
number of iterations. When the number of iterations is increased, the variance of results 
from different lists of random data will go down in relative. However, the variance of 
results will not go down anymore when it reaches its lower limit. Therefore, the central 
idea of determining the termination criterion is to lower the variance of results from 
different lists of random data and decide the number of iterations that make the variance 
of results reaches its lower limit.   
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1000 times of iterations will meet with the coverage of MCS-based performance analysis. 
Therefore, for the power plant system, the number of iterations assigned to the MCS-
based performance analysis will be 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000.  
Steps of setting up a simulation model are shown as follows. 
1. Ratio of power demand to power supply is chosen to be the evaluation criterion of 
the MCS-based performance analysis and the value of the criterion is 0.909. 
2. The probability distribution of input variables (power demand) is determined to 
be uniform distribution. 
3. Set up the dataset of input variables based on random data generated by uniform 
distribution in the specified interval. The interval for October, 2013 is [14788 ~ 
17390] and the interval for April, 2013 is [13520 ~ 16844]. 
4. Calculate the ratio of power demand to power supply based on the random data 
generated by uniform distribution in the specified interval. 
5. Compare the ratio of power demand to power supply calculated by the transfer 
function with the evaluation criterion determined in step 1.  
6. Repeat step 3 to step 5 until the number of iterations equal to a predetermined 
number.  
7. Sort out the simulation results and calculate the pass rate. 
The flow chart of  MCS-based performance analysis of power plant system is shown in 




Figure 3.7: Flow chart of MCS-based performance analysis of power supply system 
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3.3.2 Simulation and results of MCS-based performance analysis 
The main process of simulation is to determine the number of iterations that fit the 
dataset best. Because the number of iterations is defined by the difference between 
results, the simulation is executed several times based on several different numbers of 
iterations. Because 1000 times can meet with the coverage of all the common problems, 
the number of iterations executed in the simulations process is 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 
600, 700, 800, 900, and 1000. In order to obtain the variance of results for each number 
of iterations, each simulation is executed by 10 times. The variance of simulation results 
from October, 2013 is shown as follows. 
Table 3.5 Standard deviation of results based on different number of iterations of October, 
2013 















Figure 3.8: Standard deviation of results from different iterations times (October, 2013) 
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In Figure 3.8, it shows that the standard deviation of results does not change anymore 
after 800 times of iterations. In order to show the standard deviation of results around 800 
times of iterations more precisely, the Figure 3.8 is enlarged in the interval [700, 1000] 
times. As shown in Figure 3.9, standard deviation no longer changes after 800 times of 
iterations, which means it will be more than necessary to run the simulation over 800 
times. Therefore, 800 will be chosen to be the number of iterations for MCS-based 
performance analysis of the dataset from October, 2013. The pass rate of the ratio of 
power demand to power supply in October, 2013 will be 77%. The variance of simulation 
results from April, 2013 is shown as follows. 
Table 3.7 Standard deviation of results based on different number of iterations of  
April, 2013 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Figure 3.10: Standard deviation of results from different iterations times (April, 2013) 
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In Figure 3.10, for dataset from April, 2013, it shows that the standard deviation of results 
does not change anymore after 600 times of iterations. In order to show the standard 
deviation of results around 600 times of iterations more precisely, the Figure 3.10 is 
enlarged in the interval [500, 1000] times.  
As shown in Figure 3.11, standard deviation no longer changes after 600 times of 
iterations, which means it will be more than necessary to run the simulation over 600 
times.  
Therefore, 600 will be chosen to be the number of iterations for MCS-based performance 
analysis of dataset from April, 2013. The pass rate of the ratio of power demand to power 
supply in April, 2013 will be 99.3%.   
Thus, the termination criterion of dataset from April, 2013 will be 600 times and the 
termination criterion of dataset from October, 2013 will be 800 times. 
After compared with the pass rate of ratio of power demand to power supply, it shows 
that the ratio of October is relatively lower, which means the relation between power 
demand and power supply is tighter in October than that in April. More attentions should 
be paid to the power supply system in October. 
It is obvious that the result from MCS-based performance analysis of power supply 
system is in line with the actual situation. Because the snow season of Ontario in 2013 
arrives at the middle of October, and night times become longer in October, people 
started to use heater and open the lights for extended time. The use of heater and lights 
greatly increased the amount of electricity consumed in Ontario, which directly leads to a 
tight relation between power demand and power supply. On the other hand, the ratio of 
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power demands to power supply for April, 2013 is relatively low, which indicates that the 
power supply system is usually stable and reliable in April.  
In conclusion, the MCS-based performance analysis is applied to the analysis of sparse 
data in this section successfully. The problems raised by sparse data of power supply 
system are solved through the following main functions of MCS-based performance 
analysis: 
1. Determine the termination criterion of simulation 
2. Expand the dataset to an appropriate size based on the termination criterion 
After the termination criterion being determined by the standard deviation of results based 
on different times of iterations, the dataset will be expanded. 
After the dataset is expanded based on the termination criterion, the MCS-based 
performance analysis can be executed quickly through the determined algorithm without 
extra computational cost.  
The result of MCS-based performance analysis of power supply system in Ontario shows 
that it can deal with the problem brought out by sparse data successfully and efficiently.  
 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
First of all, in this chapter, the modelling of MCS-based performance analysis of sparse 
data is introduced and explained. The algorithm of MCS-based performance analysis is 
proposed. Secondly, the application of MCS-based performance analysis of a sample of 
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sparse data is demonstrated and analyzed. At last, the result of MCS-based performance 
analysis is shown and discussed.  
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Chapter 4  
Application of MCS-based Performance Analysis to the Heat 
Transfer Process in Nuclear Hydrogen Production 
 
In this chapter, details of heat transfer process are shown and described. Also, the 
application of MCS-based performance analysis to the heat transfer process in nuclear 
hydrogen production is illustrated and discussed. 
  
4.1 Introduction to Hydrogen Production 
Since the shortage of fossil fuels appears, the demand of the new type of energy such as 
hydrogen is highly increased. Several hydrogen production methods are proposed in 
recent years. Those are: 
1. Steam electrolysis 
2. Biomass method 
3. Radiolysis of water 
4. Nuclear hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle 
The standard electrolysis of hydrogen is performed charging water with electricity. The 
charge will break the chemical bond between hydrogen and oxygen in water and achieve 




Figure 4.1: Standard electrolysis for hydrogen production 
The main drawback of standard electrolysis is its extra cost of electricity required in the 
process of electrolysis and the extremely high cost of membrane production. Therefore, 
steam electrolysis is developed to deal with a high cost of electricity. Steam electrolysis is 
a way for hydrogen production recently. The steam electrolysis is also called high-
temperature electrolysis because its range of reaction temperature is from 750 ~ 950 . 
Steam electrolysis performed the water splitting by adding in the energy needed in the 
process of electrolysis through steam instead of electricity. The drawback of steam 
electrolysis is that its high temperature required by the energy needed in the process. 
Although the cost of adding energy through steam is lower than the cost of extra 
electricity, the steam electrolysis is still not a reasonable way to produce hydrogen 
economically and environmentally. The process of steam electrolysis is shown in the 




Figure 4.2: Process of steam electrolysis 
Biomass hydrogen production is another commonly-used method for hydrogen 
production. The process of biomass hydrogen production, which is also called pyrolysis, 
is performed by the heating of biomass at the temperature of 650 ~ 800 K at 0.1 ~ 0.5 
Mpa. The gaseous products of the biomass hydrogen production include            and 
  . Despite of gaseous products, there is solid product generated by the process of 
biomass hydrogen production, which is pure carbon. The chemical reaction of biomass 
hydrogen production is shown as follows, 
                                      
Methane and other hydrocarbon products can produce more hydrogen through steam 
reforming. The chemical reaction is shown as follows, 
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The material flow of biomass hydrogen production is shown in the Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3: Material flow of biomass hydrogen production 
There are two disadvantages of biomass hydrogen production. Same as steam electrolysis, 
the first drawback of biomass hydrogen production is its required high temperature. The 
second drawback of biomass hydrogen production is the difficult handing of solid 
products, such as pure carbon generated in the process [45].  
Radiolysis of water is another way to produce hydrogen developed recently. Free radical 
generated through the process of water radiolysis. The first radiation chemistry is to 
generate the    
  and    through the ionization and excitation of     and generate 
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hydrogen atom (  ) and hydroxyl radical (   ). The chemical reaction of radiolysis of 
water is shown in Figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.4: Chemical reaction flow of water radiolysis 
The main drawback of radiolysis is its expensive professional equipment required for the 
water radiolysis, which made the water radiolysis still in the stage of the experiment [46].  
After compared with other hydrogen production methods, among all the hydrogen 
production methods, nuclear hydrogen production is a novel method to produce clean 
hydrogen by using the heat transferred from the chemical and physical reactions in Cu-Cl 
cycle (copper-chlorine cycle) [47].  
Compared with other hydrogen production methods such as the steam electrolysis, 
biomass method and radiolysis of water, it is the most state-of-art method to produce 
clean hydrogen because of two main advantages. The first advantage of nuclear hydrogen 
production is that it doesn’t need extra handling of solid products. Furthermore, all the 
residue of reactions of nuclear hydrogen production is recyclable, which is the most 
economical method among all the hydrogen production methods. The second advantage 
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of nuclear hydrogen production is that the highest required temperature for the reactions 
is around 500 , which is the most environmental method among all the hydrogen 
production methods.  
 
4.2 Introduction to Cu-Cl Cycle 
Cu-Cl cycle is the main part of the nuclear hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle. 
Before Cu-Cl being applied to nuclear hydrogen production, several different chemical 
cycles or thermochemical cycles have been applied into the nuclear hydrogen production 
in recent years.  
S-I cycle (sulfur-iodine) cycle is a 3-step thermochemical cycle used for nuclear hydrogen 
production. Same as Cu-Cl cycle, all the chemicals generated by S-I cycle can be recycled, 
and the products from reactions are hydrogen and oxygen. The main drawback of S-I 
cycle is its high temperature required for reactions. The required temperature for the 
second step of S-I cycle, which is the condensation of oxygen, is at least 850 . Although 
S-I cycle is an economical way to produce hydrogen, high required temperature of S-I 
cycle makes it hard to be applied in nuclear hydrogen production [48]. 
UT-3 cycle (Calcium-Bromine-Iron cycle or Ca-Br Cycle) is another thermochemical 
cycle commonly used for nuclear hydrogen production. Same as S-I cycle, the main 
drawback of UT-3 cycle is that its highest required temperature is around 730  [49]. 
Despite the problem of high required temperature, UT-3 cycle also has another two 
drawbacks. Those are: 
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1. Solids handling is needed in the process of UT-3 cycle.     
2. The heat transfer efficiency of UT-3 cycle is lower than S-I cycle and Cu-Cl cycle.  
Cu-Cl cycle is applied in the nuclear hydrogen production in CERL (Clean Energy 
Research Laboratory) in UOIT. There are two main advantages of nuclear hydrogen 
production based on Cu-Cl cycle. Those are: 
1. Cu-Cl cycle is more suitable for large scale nuclear hydrogen production  
2. Required heat for Cu-Cl cycle is lower than other  
 
4.3 Heat Transfer Process in Hydrogen Production Based on Cu-Cl 
Cycle 
Because the 4-step Cu-Cl cycle is applied in the recent research did by CERL in UOIT. 
The analysis of heat transfer process of Cu-Cl cycle in this thesis will be based on a 4-
step Cu-Cl cycle.  
Heat transfer process is the most important process in the Cu-Cl cycle, because the 
process of 4-step Cu-Cl can only be executed when enough heat is transferred from the 
process. 
As mentioned in the chapter 2, the required heat for 4-step Cu-Cl cycle is 543.7 kJ that is 
obtained by an Aspen Plus simulation model [10]. The Aspen Plus simulation model is 




Figure 4.5: Layout of four-step copper-chlorine cycle (Cu-Cl cycle) 
The process of chemical reactions in a 4-step Cu-Cl is shown as follows [10]. 
Table 4.1 Steps of chemical reactions in the Cu-Cl cycle. 
Step Reaction Temp.range 
1         
            
→               ~450  
2(a)          
         
→                      ~25  
2(b)           
         
→              90  
3           
          
→                  ~450  
4        
          
→           
 
 


















































Table 4.2 shows the raw dataset of heat transfer process used in the MCS-based 
performance analysis, which is simulated by the Aspen Plus simulation model shown in 
Figure 4.2 [10]. 
Table 4.2 Dataset obtained by Aspen Plus simulation model based on Cu-Cl cycle 
Heat Exchangers Q(kJ) T(in)(°C) T(out)(°C) 
32 7494.4 25 100 
34 24409.2 100 116 
41 -23186.0 116 105 
43 -2833.6 105 25 
63X -9697.0 90 27 
75 -2718.9 550 25 
86 35.1 25 25 
92 -17513.4 117 25 
57X -10736.5 400 90 
57Y 32092.3 90 90 
62 -1552.6 113 90 
63Y 55382.1 27 425 
71 559.7 425 550 
Process heat flow for cycle/100 mol H2O 51734.0 
  Process heat flow/mol 517.34 
  Auxiliary work 26.4 




All the heat transfer points included in the Aspen plus simulation model is listed and 
explained as follows. 
32: Heater is used to vaporize the water. The temperature is increased from room 
temperature to the temperature of vaporization. (Input temperature: 25  , Output 
temperature: 100 )   
34: Heater is applied to Cu-Cl cycle continuously to increase the temperature, in order to 
separate the hydrogen from other types of gases. (Input temperature: 100  , Output 
temperature: 116 ) 
41: After the hydrogen is separated from other types of gases, a cooler is applied to the 
Cu-Cl cycle to lower the temperature of chemicals produced by step 1in the Table 4.1. 
(Input temperature: 116 , Output temperature: 105 ) 
43: Cooler is applied to Cu-Cl continuously, in order to further lower the temperature of 
chemicals produced by step 1, in order to reach a temperature of step 2(a), which is 25 . 
(Input temperature: 105 , Output temperature: 25 ) 
57X:  The remaining       from step 3 will be recycled and applied to step 2(b) again.  
(Input temperature: 400 , Output temperature: 90 ) 
57Y: This points stands for drying of      . During the process, the status of       is 
switched from aqueous to solid. (Input temperature: 90 , Output temperature: 90 ) 
62, 63X: These two points are discussed together, because both of them are the 
preparation of the process of hydrolysis. During the process,           is separated from 
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         , when the temperature is reduced by cooler to the room temperature. (Input 
temperature: 113 , Output temperature: 27 ) 
63Y: The main process of hydrolysis. Heater is applied to increase the temperature to 
assigned temperature of the reaction.  (Input temperature: 27 , Output temperature: 425 ) 
71: The main process of oxygen composition. Heater is applied to increase the 
temperature to assigned temperature of the reaction. (Input temperature: 425 , Output 
temperature: 550 ) 
75: The      produced by Step 4 is recycled in order to be used in Step 2(a) again. The 
temperature will go back to the assigned reaction temperature of Step 2(a). (Input 
temperature: 550 , Output temperature: 25 ) 
86: Steam produced by Cu-Cl cycle is separated at this point. (Input temperature: 25 , 
Output temperature:  25 )  
92: The remaining     from step 1 will be recycled and ready to be used again in the next 
round of cycling. (Input temperature: 117 , Output temperature: 25 ) 
All the heat transfer points included in the Aspen Plus simulation model is classified in 
terms of reaction steps as follows. 
Table 4.3 Classification of heat transfer points in terms of reaction steps 
Step 1 32, 34, 86, 92 
Step 2(a), 2(b) 41, 43, 57Y 





In the heat transfer process of nuclear-based hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle, 
not all the reactions in 4-step Cu-Cl cycle is generating heat. Some reactions of Cu-Cl 
cycle are exothermic, while other reactions of Cu-Cl cycle are endothermic. 
All the heat transfer points included in Aspen Plus simulation model can also be classified 
in terms of exothermic and endothermic as follows. 



















4.4 MCS-based Performance Analysis Modelling of Heat Transfer 
Process 
According to the discussion of heat transfer points above, the dataset shown in Table 4.2 
indicates that there are variations between temperatures of several specific heat transfer 
points. All the variations of temperature considered in this chapter are the temperature 
that can be controlled by operator, heater and cooler.  
The first temperature with variations is the room temperature. Because several coolers 
and heaters are applied during the heat transfer process, it is hard to control the room 
temperature. Furthermore, the dataset also indicates that almost 50% of heat transfer 
points are affected by room temperature. Therefore, the control of room temperature is 
the main issue of the heat transfer process. According to Table 4.2, the range of variations 
of room temperature is from 25  to 27 .  
The second temperature with variations is the reaction temperature of hydrolysis. The 
assigned temperature of the reaction of hydrolysis is 450 . However, according to Table 
4.2, the actual temperature of the reaction of hydrolysis is 425 . Therefore, the range of 
variations of temperature of the hydrolysis process is from 425  to 450 . 
The third temperature with variations is the reaction temperature of oxygen 
decomposition. The assigned temperature of the reaction of oxygen decomposition is 500 
 . However, according to Table 4.2, the actual temperature of the reaction of oxygen 
decomposition is 550 . Therefore, the range of variations of temperature of oxygen 
decomposition process is from 500  to 550 .  
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In conclusion, the range of variations of temperature is shown as follows, 




4.4.1 Identify transfer function of heat transfer process 
The standard form of transfer function of heat transfer process is shown as follows, 
                  (4.1) 
In the equation above, symbol   stands for the heat transferred from process,   stands for 
the heat capacity of chemicals,  stands for the mass of chemicals,    stands for change 
in temperature.  
Heat transfer process of nuclear hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle is executed 
by each heat transfer point. Therefore, for each heat transfer point, it has its own transfer 
function. The only known parameter of heat transfer function is the value of    , since 
the   and    is known in the Table 4.2.  
Since   and    is known to be the only dependent variable and independent variable, the 
process of identifying transfer function in this scenario can be considered as a simple 
process of linear curve fitting.  
The model of linear curve fitting is shown as follows, 
Temperature  Range of Variation 
Room Temperature 25 ~ 27 
Hydrolysis 425 ~ 450 
Oxygen Decomposition 500 ~ 550 
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               (4.2) 
For the heat transfer process,   can be looked as   and    can be looked as  , and the 
value of     can be looked as   in the model.  
Because   and    is known, after a simple process of linear curve fitting, the value of 
    is calculated and, the final transfer function is obtained. The   and    of each heat 
transfer point is shown as follows, 












Heat transfer points Q T(in) T (out) ∆T 
32 7494.4 25 100 75 
34 24409.2 100 116 16 
41 -23186 116 105 -11 
43 -2833.6 105 25 -80 
63X -9697 90 27 -63 
75 -2718.9 550 25 -525 
86 35.1 25 25 0 
92 -17513.4 117 25 -92 
57X -10736.5 400 90 -310 
57Y 32092.3 90 90 0 
62 -1552.6 113 90 -23 
63Y 55382.1 27 425 398 
71 559.7 425 550 125 
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For heat transfer point 34, 57X and 62, there is no variations of input reaction temperature 
and output reaction temperature. Thus, the heat transferred in these two points will be 
treated as a constant. For heat transfer point 86, steam is separated in this process, the 
difference of input temperature and output temperature in this process is too small to be 
calculated. Thus, the heat transferred in 86 will be treated as a constant. For heat transfer 
point 57Y, it is the solidification of      . Because the solidification is an exothermic 
process, there is still heat transferred in this process although the temperature is not 
changed during the process. Since there is no change in the temperature, the heat 
transferred in 57Y will also be treated as a constant. 
After the value of    and    is obtained, final transfer function of each heat transfer point 
can be identified through a simple process of linear curve fitting. The transfer function for 
each heat transfer point is list as follows, 
32:            
41, 43:              
63X:             
63Y:              
71:             
75:           
92:             
34:             
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57X:              
57Y:             
62:             
86:          
The total transfer function of heat transfer process is shown as follows, 
                                                       
                   (4.3) 
4.4.2 Define input parameters of the model 
The input parameters in the model of heat transfer process are the input temperature and 
output temperature of each heat transfer points.  
In Table 4.4, it shows the range of variations of temperature in heat transfer points. The 
only available information for the variations of temperature is its maximum value and 
minimum value. As discussed in chapter 3, if one cannot distinguish the probability 
distribution of random variable x in the interval [a, b], one can assume that x uniformly 
distributed on the interval [a, b] [43].  
Therefore, room temperature follows a uniform distribution in the interval [25, 27]. 
Reaction temperature of hydrolysis follows a uniform distribution in the interval [425, 
450]. Reaction temperature of oxygen decomposition follows a uniform distribution in the 




4.4.3 Create random data and simulate the performance analysis 
In this step, a certain number of random data will be generated by particular probability 
distribution in the specific interval defined in the previous steps of MCS-based 
performance analysis.  
Because the termination criteria of MCS-based performance analysis is determined based 
on the results of simulation, step 3 and step 4 of MCS-based performance analysis is 
performed and discussed together.  
4.4.3.1 Algorithm of MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer process 
According the Table 4.3, heat transfer points of Cu-Cl cycle is classified in terms of steps 
as follows, 
Step1: 32, 34, 86, 92 (Electrolysis) 
Step 2(a), 2(b):  41, 43, 57Y (Drying) 
Step 3: 57X, 62, 63X, 63Y (Hydrolysis) 
Step 4: 71, 75 (Oxygen Decomposition) 
The model of probability distribution is constructed as uniform distribution in the specific 
interval defined in the step 2 of MCS-base performance analysis. The best-fit number of 
random data will be determined after Monte-Carlo simulation.  
Therefore, the algorithm of MCS-based performance analysis will be based on a 
combination of heat transfer amount from on each step. The algorithm of MCS-based 




Figure 4.7: Flow chart of MCS-based performance analysis of step 1 




Figure 4.8: Flow chart of MCS-based performance analysis of step 2 




Figure 4.9: Flow chart of MCS-based performance analysis of step 3 




Figure 4.10: Flow chart of MCS-based performance analysis of step 4 
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The algorithm of MCS-based performance analysis of overall heat transfer process is 
shown as follows, 
 




According to Table 4.2, the required heat for each step and overall heat transfer process is 
shown as follows, 
Required heat for step 1: 
                                          (4.4) 
Required heat for step 2: 
                                      (4.5) 
Required heat for step 3: 
                                          (4.6) 
Required heat for Step 4: 
                                   (4.7) 
Overall required heat for heat transfer process: 
                                                             (4.8) 
4.4.3.2 Results of MCS-based performance analysis of total heat transfer process 
The major process of Monte-Carlo simulation is to determine the number of iterations 
that fit the dataset best. Because the number of iterations is defined by the difference 
between results, the simulation is executed several times based on several different 
numbers of iterations. As discussed in chapter 3, 1000 times can meet with the coverage 
of all the common problems, the number of iterations executed in the simulations process 
is 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, and 1000. In order to obtain the variance 
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of results for each number of iterations, each simulation is executed by 10 times. The 
variance of simulation results of total heat transfer process is shown as follows. 











The results of MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer process are shown in 
Table 4.8.  
  








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.12: STD of results from different iterations times of heat transfer process 
 




























STD of Results from Different Iteration Times 
(Heat Transfer Process) 
0.00103 


















Iteration Time (700 ~ 1000) 
STD of Results from Different Iteration Times 
(Heat Transfer Process) 
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In Figure 4.12, for dataset of heat transfer process, it shows that the standard deviation of 
results does not change anymore after 800 times of iterations. In order to show the 
standard deviation of results around 800 times of iterations more precisely, the Figure 
4.12 is enlarged in the interval [700, 1000] times. As shown in Figure 4.13, standard 
deviation no longer changes after 800 times of iterations, which means it will be more 
than necessary to run the simulation over 800 times. Therefore, 800 will be chosen to be 
the number of iterations for MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer process. 
The pass rate of the amount of heat transfer will be 99.75%.   
4.4.3.3 Confidence interval estimates of MCS-based performance analysis 
Variation in results is an important issue of any performance analysis based on simulation. 
Monte-Carlo simulation is not an exception [52]. The confidence interval of results will 
show the interval of true value of the final results. When the results of simulation have 
very small variations, the maximum and minimum value of confidence interval will be 
very close. Therefore, the confidence interval will evaluate the accuracy of any 
performance analysis based on simulations [53]. 
In statistics, confidence interval is the estimates of population of a probability sample [54]. 
For confidence interval, it indicates that the true value of final results has a certain 
probability to fall in the confidence interval. For instance, if the 95% confidence interval 
of parameter A is [20, 22], it means that the true value of parameter A has a probability of 
95% to fall in the interval [20, 22] [55]. 
If the size of the sample is over 30, the confidence interval of the results can be defined 
by the confidence interval estimates of population parameters [56] [57]. Therefore, the 
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MCS-based performance analysis of nuclear hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle 
is executed for 30 times. The results are shown as follows, 
Table 4.9 Expanded Results of MCS-based performance analysis 
0.9975 0.9963 0.9963 0.9963 0.9963 0.9963 0.9975 0.9963 0.9963 0.9963 
0.9963 0.9963 0.9963 0.9975 0.9963 0.9975 0.9963 0.9975 0.9963 0.9963 
0.9963 0.9975 0.9963 0.9963 0.9963 0.9975 0.9975 0.9963 0.9963 0.9963 
 
The mean of the results shown in Table 4.9 is 0.99666. The standard deviation of the 
results is 0.00056.  
  and   is assumed to be the mean and standard deviation of the results of MCS-based 
performance analysis of heat transfer process. In this case,   = 0.99666 and   = 0.00056. 
In statistics, it can be expected that the final results of MCS-based performance analysis 
lies in the interval           ,             , or              about 68.27%, 
95.45%, and 99.73% of the time, which stand for the 68.27% confidence interval, 95.45% 
confidence interval, and 99.75% confidence interval [56] [58]. 
95% confidence interval is most commonly used confidence interval. Based on a 68.27% 
confidence interval, 95.45% confidence interval and 99.73% confidence interval 
discussed above, the 95% confidence interval can be obtained in the interval   
                . Therefore, the 95% confidence interval of MCS-based performance 
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analysis of heat transfer process in nuclear hydrogen production based on Cu-Cl cycle is 
shown in Table 4.10 as follows, 
 Table 4.10 95% Confidence interval of MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer 
process 
Confidence Level 95% 
Confidence Interval [0.9956, 0.9977] 
 
Table 4.9 indicates that the true value of results of MCS-based performance analysis of 
heat transfer process has a probability of 95% to lying in the interval [0.9956, 0.9977]. 
The difference between the minimum and maximum value of 95% confidence interval is 
0.0021, which is only 0.211% of the minimum value of confidence interval and 0.210% 
of the maximum value of confidence interval. The 95% confidence interval assures the 
accuracy of the results of MCS-based performance analysis.  
4.4.3.4 Results of MCS-based performance analysis of each step of heat transfer 
process 
As shown in section 4.4.3.2, the pass rate of heat transfer process in Cu-Cl cycle is 
relatively high. Since the total heat transfer amount of Cu-Cl cycle is obtained by sum of 
heat transfer amount of each step, the pass rate of each step in heat transfer process is also 
the crucial information for performance analysis of heat transfer process.  
Based on the pass rate of each step of heat transfer process, one can find that which step 
is the most reliable one, which step is not reliable and needs to be taken care of.  
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The results of MCS-based performance analysis of each step in heat transfer process are 
shown as follows. The number of iteration times of Monte-Carlo simulation is also 800.  
Table 4.11 Results of MCS-based performance analysis of each step in heat transfer 
process 
Step in Cu-Cl cycle Pass rate 
Step 1 (Electrolysis) 0.74125 
Step 2 (Drying) 1.00000 
Step 3 (Hydrolysis) 0.97875 
Step 4 (Oxygen Decomposition) 0.36875 
 
 






































4-step in Heat Transfer Process 
Results of MCS-based Performance Analysis 
of Each Step in Heat Transfer Process 
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According the results shown in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.14, the process of electrolysis and 
the process of oxygen decomposition is the two processes that need to be taken care of.  
The reason for low pass rate of process of electrolysis is that the heat transfer amount of 
this step is mainly based on the variation of room temperature (25  ~ 27 ). Both input 
temperature and output temperature of this step are controlled by the room temperature. 
Therefore, the control room temperature is the main issue to assure that the heat transfer 
amount from step is enough for the Cu-Cl cycle.  
The process of oxygen decomposition has the lowest pass rate among all the steps in heat 
transfer process. The reason for the lowest pass rate is that all the input and output 
temperature of this process has its own variations. 71 and 75 are the heat transfer points 
included in the process of oxygen decomposition. For heat transfer point 71, the input 
temperature is controlled by the temperature of the former step, which is hydrolysis (425 
  ~ 450 ). The output temperature of 71 is controlled by the temperature of the process 
of oxygen decomposition (500   ~ 550  ). For heat transfer point 75, the input 
temperature is controlled by the temperature of the process of oxygen decomposition (500 
  ~ 550 ). The output temperature of 75 is controlled by the room temperature (25  ~ 
27 ). Therefore, the variations of input temperature and output temperature of oxygen 
decomposition lead to the lowest pass rate among all the steps in heat transfer process. In 
other words, in the operation of Cu-Cl cycle, the process of oxygen decomposition is the 
step that should be most concerned about.  
 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
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 In this chapter, the details of heat transfer process in nuclear hydrogen production based 
on Cu-Cl cycle is classified and discussed. The modelling of MCS-based performance 
analysis of heat transfer process is addressed and explained. The performance analysis of 
each step in heat transfer process is provided. The final result shows that the MCS-based 
performance analysis is applied to the heat transfer process successfully. The obstacle of 
analyzing the sparse data of heat transfer process is solved though MCS-based 




Chapter 5  
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research  
 
5.1 Conclusions 
This thesis developed the methodology for performance analysis based on Monte-Carlo 
simulation. The MCS-based performance analysis is approved to be able to apply to any 
newly built system with sparse data. The modelling of MCS-based performance analysis 
is first introduced and explained to a power supply system in detail. After that, the MCS-
based performance analysis is proved to be able to deal with the problem raised by sparse 
data.  
The methodology of MCS-based performance analysis developed in thesis is also applied 
to the heat transfer process in nuclear-based hydrogen production based on a Cu-Cl cycle. 
The result shows that the MCS-based performance analysis can be extended to heat 
transfer process to solve the problem caused by sparse data. Although sparse data is an 
enormous obstacle for performance analysis, the methodology of MCS-based 
performance analysis developed in this thesis can expand the dataset of heat transfer 
process and carry out the performance analysis based on the expanded dataset. MCS-
based performance analysis is also proved to be able to deal with the multi-dimensional 
and nonlinear dataset of heat transfer process of nuclear-based hydrogen production 
through its flexibility. 
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The details of heat transfer process are investigated and discussed. The heat transfer 
points of Aspen Plus simulation model are listed and classified. The heat transfer process 
in nuclear hydrogen production is used as a case study to explain the modeling of MCS-
based performance analysis in detail. At last, the confidence interval of results is provided 
to assure the accuracy of MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer process 
because the variations in results is a major problem for any performance analysis method 
based on simulation.  
Therefore, MCS-based performance analysis developed in this thesis is able to solve with 
the all the problems raised by sparse data, nonlinear and multi-dimension. The MCS-
based performance analysis of heat transfer process in nuclear-based hydrogen production 
based on a Cu-Cl cycle is completed successfully. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
Although the accuracy of MCS-based performance analysis applied to the heat transfer 
process is proved to be very high, several recommendations are provided to make this 
research go further.  
The distribution of temperature in heat transfer process of nuclear hydrogen production 
based on Cu-Cl cycle is assumed to be a uniform distribution since the only information 
one got from the dataset is the minimum value and maximum value of temperature. The 
scenario of sparse data in heat transfer process is extreme because there is only one set of 
data. If there are more than three sets of data, the distribution of temperature can be 
defined more precisely based on the Anderson-Darling test, which is introduced in 
chapter 3. With more accurate distribution that fits the dataset of temperature, the 
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accuracy of MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer process will be highly 
increased. 
This thesis is based on performance analysis of heat transfer process. However, if one can 
obtain a relationship between variations of temperature and time during the operation of 
Cu-Cl cycle, this performance analysis can be extended to be a reliability analysis. 
Therefore, with the relationship between variations of temperature and time, the results of 
MCS-based performance analysis of heat transfer process will be more comprehensive 
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using namespace std; 
 
 
double ratio (double p); 
 
 
int CountLines(char *filename); 
 
double ratio (double p) //ratio calculation of power demand to power supply  
{ 
  
 double R; 
 double ps = 18500; 
 
 R = p/ps; 
 
















   while(getline(ReadFile,temp,'\n')) 
   { 
    n++; 
   } 
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   ReadFile.close(); 







 double n; 
 cout << setw(11) << "criterion" << "  |  " << setw(11) << "pass" << "  |  " << 
setw(11) << "fail" << "  |  "<< setw(11) << "reliability" << endl; 
 
 
 int lines; 
 double T1; 
 double count = 0; 
 double fail = 0; 
 double criterion = 0.909; 
 double Qtotal; 
 double total = 700; 
 double reliability; 
 double totalpass = 0; 
 double r = 0; 
 
 //open power demand data 
 ifstream montecarlo; 
 montecarlo.open("C://powerdemand.txt"); 
 





 cerr << "Could not open file" << endl;   
        system("pause");   




 // number of lines of power demand data 
 lines =  CountLines ("C://powerdemand.txt"); 
 
 
 //main part, calculate real ratio of power demand to power supply and compared 




 for(int i = 1 ; i <= 700 ; i++) 
 { 
  montecarlo >> T1; 
   
  r = ratio (T1);    
      
   
   
  if (r <= criterion) 
  { 
   count++;   
  } 
  else 
  { 
   fail++; 
  } 
   
   
  } 
  reliability = count/total; 
 
  cout<<setw(11)<<criterion <<"  |  "<<setw(11)<< count << "  |  " << 
setw(11) << fail << "  |  " << setw(11) << reliability << endl; 
   
  
   
  montecarlo.close(); 
  
   
  system ("pause"); 












using namespace std; 
 
 
double Q32 (double t); 
double Q34 (double t); 
double Q41 (double t); 
double Q43 (double t); 
double Q63X (double t); 
double Q75 (double t); 
double Q92 (double t); 
double Q63Y (double t); 
double Q71 (double t); 
 
int CountLines(char *filename); 
 
double Q32 (double t) //Q32 calculation  
{ 
  
 double Q; 
 
 Q = 99.93 * ( 100 - t); 
 
 return Q; 
} 
 
double Q34 (double t) //Q34 calculation  
{ 
  
 double Q; 
 
 Q = 1525.575 * ( 116 - 100); 
 
 return Q; 
} 
 





 double Q; 
 
 Q = 285.923 * ( t - 116); 
 






double Q63X (double t) //Q63X calculation  
{ 
 double Q; 
 
 Q = 153.92 * ( t - 90); 
 
 return Q; 
} 
 
double Q63Y (double t1, double t2) //Q63Y calculation  
{ 
  
 double Q; 
 
 Q = 139.151 * ( t2 - t1); 
 
 return Q; 
} 
 
double Q71 (double t1, double t2) //Q71 calculation  
{ 
  
 double Q; 
 
 Q = 4.4776 * ( t2 - t1); 
 
 return Q; 
} 
 
double Q75 (double t1, double t2) //Q75 calculation  
{ 
  
 double Q; 
 




 return Q; 
} 
 
double Q92 (double t) //Q92 calculation  
{ 
  
 double Q; 
 
 Q = 190.36 * ( t - 117); 
 



















   while(getline(ReadFile,temp,'\n')) 
   { 
    n++; 
   } 
    
   ReadFile.close(); 








 cout << setw(11) << "criterion" << "  |  " << setw(11) << "pass" << "  |  " << 







 int lines; 
 double T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T9,T10; 
 double count = 0; 
 double fail = 0; 
 double criterion = 51734; 
 double Q_32; 
 double Q_34; 
 double Q_41; 
 double Q_57X; 
 double Q_57Y; 
 double Q_62; 
 double Q_63X; 
 double Q_63Y; 
 double Q_71; 
 double Q_75; 
 double Q_86; 
 double Q_92; 
   
 double Qtotal; 
 double reliability; 
 double totalpass = 0; 
 double total = 800; 
 
 
 //open temperature data 
 ifstream montecarlo; 
 montecarlo.open("C://temperature.txt"); 
 







 cerr << "Could not open file" << endl;   
 
         system("pause");   
 







 // number of lines of T data 
 lines =  CountLines ("C://temperature.txt"); 
 
 
 //main part, calculate real transferred heat and being compared with required heat 
 for(int i = 1 ; i<=total ; i++) 
 { 
  montecarlo >> T1 >> T2 >> T3 >> T4 >> T5 >> T6 >> T7 >> T8 >> T9 >> 
T10; 
   
     Q_32 = Q32 (T10); 
     Q_34 = 24409.2; 
     Q_41 = Q41 (T1); 
     Q_57X = -10736.5; 
     Q_57Y = 32092.3; 
     Q_62 = -1552.6; 
     Q_63X = Q63X (T2); 
     Q_63Y = Q63Y (T3,T4); 
     Q_71 = Q71 (T5,T6); 
     Q_75 = Q75 (T7,T8); 
     Q_86 = 35.1; 
     Q_92 = Q92 (T9); 
     
     
    Qtotal = Q_32 + Q_34 + Q_41 + Q_63X + Q_75 + Q_92 + 
Q_63Y + Q_71 + Q_86 + Q_57X + Q_57Y + Q_62; 
   
   
  if (Qtotal >= criterion) 
  { 
   count++;      
  } 
  else 
  { 
       
   fail++; 
    
  } 
   
   
  } 
  reliability = count/total; 
 
 
  cout<<setw(11)<<criterion <<"  |  "<<setw(11)<< count << "  |  " << 
setw(11) << fail << "  |  " << setw(11) << reliability << endl; 




   
  montecarlo.close();  
   
  system ("pause"); 








Data for MCS-based Performance Analysis of Heat Transfer 
Process 
Table C.1 Temperature data for MCS-based performance analysis of 
heat transfer process 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 
25.4977 25.4945 26.87022 438.3414 440.9754 515.3691 536.5883 25.79686 26.69293 25.31415 
26.59943 25.81255 26.69294 433.9238 446.4725 542.8385 505.9625 25.91552 25.08964 26.9742 
25.67837 26.31486 25.68426 427.5776 439.3162 523.5035 514.7301 26.16368 26.71189 26.37033 
26.19101 26.3583 26.80416 448.3005 439.533 513.2616 516.3154 25.82627 26.8991 25.43151 
26.19565 25.59041 25.863 436.5763 428.7498 511.4413 525.5674 26.82188 26.8909 26.4453 
26.58319 25.9502 26.04928 426.2947 427.6565 538.3205 501.8879 25.44272 25.57046 25.17862 
25.86317 26.39676 26.09819 442.5202 439.6783 549.7192 504.5398 26.31224 26.85489 26.95382 
25.53097 26.40136 26.39422 437.5466 432.1217 545.6352 529.4108 25.70022 26.19845 26.335 
26.46633 26.81539 26.00769 447.3392 441.0186 508.6919 543.4397 25.15535 25.224 26.02804 
26.68496 25.84339 25.96384 426.4602 429.846 542.1874 519.4932 26.69391 26.20073 26.08378 
25.73687 26.03023 25.47085 446.7182 426.4628 530.1406 510.1137 25.12486 26.01191 26.81597 
25.70471 25.87499 25.51409 433.7995 449.3365 500.3555 506.8148 26.66435 25.1572 25.24253 
26.06835 26.17674 25.71012 431.016 431.9369 520.2987 510.909 25.82634 25.58493 25.99687 
25.90107 25.89364 25.25042 430.9098 447.763 502.9497 509.09 26.31456 26.65996 26.70516 
26.48292 25.02133 25.56423 439.3029 446.0562 549.4088 547.2333 26.32286 26.08421 25.85369 
26.67927 26.8591 25.65726 445.7201 432.2436 505.3689 512.9607 26.36503 25.38178 26.2968 
25.14342 25.01716 25.39196 425.973 448.3565 515.1981 515.6928 26.83799 26.41084 25.48508 
25.84655 26.99374 25.94863 442.5422 432.63 510.6363 537.5712 25.62954 26.63194 25.71696 
25.30229 25.41918 25.54775 443.8139 436.1082 520.29 512.9506 26.91494 25.42071 25.44432 
26.23901 26.66785 26.4442 427.6552 426.5903 539.3536 536.0868 26.55511 25.48735 26.44222 
26.34204 25.30707 25.59479 437.2493 441.3709 522.7949 502.3803 26.35759 25.15736 25.22761 
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26.85557 25.65864 25.49877 445.3491 433.411 518.9223 534.4543 26.44379 26.21203 26.48214 
26.97504 26.58497 25.16064 436.7036 434.2216 540.1557 522.6297 25.38649 26.6603 25.42229 
25.32301 25.40142 25.30109 430.6457 429.701 523.5359 548.4358 25.09123 26.46316 26.61373 
26.98305 26.12722 25.34274 431.8797 431.4592 520.0076 524.7525 26.87942 26.00749 25.46443 
25.0257 25.79073 26.06908 449.5737 439.6693 503.5881 504.9809 26.82477 26.17936 25.59588 
25.62404 25.48054 25.01479 440.3381 445.9611 525.6068 519.2429 25.5711 26.59344 26.7853 
25.86783 25.43309 26.05639 442.1825 426.4015 541.3666 544.0482 26.00601 26.91509 25.29094 
26.65807 26.07233 25.56825 436.9174 447.5124 530.0638 522.7924 25.08671 26.2376 25.20117 
26.88076 25.4457 26.02184 429.981 425.9926 545.3958 539.3417 25.49918 25.79495 25.96979 
25.04776 26.29491 26.36181 432.7503 442.1503 514.9072 534.4856 26.95895 26.08319 25.54445 
25.26296 26.21375 26.06846 432.5839 445.2613 543.2407 529.4886 25.96537 26.3167 26.6071 
25.59676 26.01987 25.34035 438.0983 429.4552 506.4176 509.3408 25.52377 26.33871 25.11189 
26.87359 25.30245 26.42378 428.2966 441.5102 521.7463 506.8429 25.07112 25.01931 25.57108 
25.92218 26.86943 26.69557 436.2363 431.5136 534.2512 531.6068 26.66984 25.83616 25.03582 
25.37256 25.05899 25.50568 431.1903 425.3297 530.2537 502.4386 26.6688 25.04817 25.72876 
25.35131 26.42627 26.43173 436.1856 448.6689 519.5776 502.8056 25.06714 25.43078 25.15714 
25.91406 25.65267 26.71474 439.8996 436.0876 523.6053 530.1954 26.30311 26.16564 25.59023 
26.08739 25.00861 26.33557 445.0937 434.4346 520.6329 546.1192 25.767 26.88341 26.7685 
26.66802 25.41369 25.79983 441.9565 432.7204 528.1538 516.8369 25.90311 25.85327 26.54253 
26.02984 25.44293 25.36461 433.6343 438.7902 536.3196 513.3191 25.24119 26.02357 26.5768 
26.00748 26.98004 26.64195 431.255 434.3861 507.8043 533.0739 25.52749 26.34022 26.28457 
25.35773 26.51045 26.89368 431.1681 425.8461 548.6985 519.207 25.05944 26.93132 26.69777 
25.96795 25.9162 26.84688 446.1207 438.7822 521.1783 541.7727 26.80083 26.4297 26.61234 
25.71814 25.59881 25.96291 436.9037 433.9849 502.9386 538.6049 25.37035 25.61158 26.49942 
25.88415 26.04541 26.42418 427.7163 445.5708 501.7507 546.1057 25.51657 26.68635 25.65213 
26.7299 25.75054 25.99121 443.0037 443.9046 538.4245 549.4878 26.52474 25.83774 26.80793 
25.95843 26.69167 26.82871 428.8743 439.3825 512.8658 520.479 26.47979 25.15206 25.3657 
25.72666 25.06661 25.41286 432.7485 426.8404 527.5416 541.5451 25.19215 26.41667 26.69806 
25.34686 26.11606 26.80409 433.6551 448.3052 515.6608 506.0451 26.95129 25.90452 25.44809 
26.43993 26.54705 26.39717 439.4608 447.9383 516.0898 511.1762 25.41614 25.74829 26.33933 
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25.58237 26.88915 26.84023 443.6408 432.1198 515.8474 502.6441 26.35361 26.95302 25.21701 
25.87186 25.24825 25.29804 443.2696 442.8143 521.0365 535.4062 26.10483 25.3015 26.38499 
26.76435 26.60472 26.6856 429.061 449.5716 524.5093 521.3944 26.39477 26.00017 25.60496 
25.71207 26.86083 26.74386 428.3901 445.6569 510.2113 546.9203 26.39821 25.37706 26.3355 
25.85326 26.71176 25.66521 426.8131 435.9636 500.2354 524.8206 26.78215 25.95165 26.003 
26.44128 26.903 25.00337 427.3902 447.6199 521.4654 514.0873 25.18065 26.46099 26.72781 
26.98209 26.08212 26.4664 448.5344 426.6106 500.7761 500.8978 25.99307 25.19822 25.58837 
25.98625 25.26459 26.87274 441.8776 444.5761 508.8333 534.3482 26.82799 26.56351 26.10343 
25.25306 26.30886 25.77966 434.9981 435.6613 534.3868 513.2403 25.43641 26.60514 26.24931 
25.5638 25.40117 25.90052 427.3394 445.64 527.0163 515.5373 26.1043 26.00089 26.06748 
25.02971 25.68929 25.9563 429.2019 429.736 545.946 540.8613 26.77168 25.46641 25.19126 
26.5027 25.98907 26.22773 448.8779 432.7778 510.4649 509.62 25.53632 26.80461 25.35331 
26.24339 25.11939 26.36054 425.4083 434.2872 537.7133 518.1 26.46367 25.66371 25.98555 
26.13714 26.01825 25.58934 447.796 446.1302 506.9276 504.7322 25.41318 26.77316 26.69771 
26.88397 26.03269 25.51476 446.0854 432.512 530.8212 524.9059 25.05738 25.71203 25.25233 
25.61219 26.30948 26.11101 449.9788 436.3653 527.7381 549.8178 25.52395 25.53116 26.98545 
26.48499 26.94294 25.07165 425.3368 430.7075 502.8527 512.2563 26.14422 25.65341 25.31258 
26.22676 26.99448 26.79678 437.0395 448.3253 515.0124 541.4577 26.43713 26.31759 25.07757 
25.37601 25.64464 26.06573 434.8451 440.9002 518.0791 536.574 25.32715 25.25708 26.84552 
26.30877 25.07894 26.96385 447.6683 449.1424 501.9757 540.4314 25.81479 25.27858 26.76084 
25.92154 26.91985 26.67678 438.3665 448.4971 517.219 511.247 25.49294 26.62177 25.81895 
26.10404 26.61244 25.52377 445.3126 447.9261 542.3664 541.1996 25.15406 26.62049 25.4677 
25.87148 25.27036 25.72138 441.7627 426.8315 532.3277 503.7918 26.87098 26.80686 25.93173 
26.67589 26.03711 25.09671 425.5745 426.9778 526.3284 515.5869 25.81 25.98196 25.30963 
25.9608 26.12904 26.41907 425.4042 427.5407 528.0247 544.8577 25.60308 26.43392 25.23673 
26.6943 25.97557 26.33728 432.2515 437.4309 519.42 548.9788 25.5066 26.22934 26.20546 
25.01389 25.76373 26.12887 446.9532 439.3104 524.1408 512.0981 26.10905 25.1391 25.7367 
25.48116 26.51765 26.86206 427.2402 443.21 506.8861 507.5708 26.85585 26.44497 25.3403 
25.28139 25.30166 25.06997 449.1248 436.8549 504.8417 548.4983 25.82309 26.36203 25.99317 
25.59939 25.54003 25.34794 429.537 448.9815 524.3475 545.3008 25.61026 25.49096 25.76377 
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25.40859 26.96341 26.33773 426.2542 425.802 500.63 501.6029 25.35465 26.45721 26.19799 
25.9613 26.57307 26.1351 439.5567 430.3658 515.1737 524.9282 26.77681 26.48948 26.85525 
26.55713 26.83232 26.46836 429.9201 438.4126 516.3672 533.1946 25.46916 25.95818 25.39341 
25.67867 26.31419 25.10638 438.8258 440.5365 509.2976 542.1596 25.10098 26.84293 26.95203 
25.49029 26.21846 25.76007 436.8947 433.0489 519.4257 535.6688 26.37905 25.25523 26.82392 
25.95579 25.56613 25.80583 449.3336 438.605 521.6346 518.4788 26.43115 26.17229 26.26156 
26.27663 26.80122 26.14835 435.0934 445.9207 531.3571 533.9566 26.81591 25.9721 25.33812 
26.17257 26.48499 26.78345 441.7593 439.4029 513.7534 503.1937 26.01898 25.07038 26.36644 
26.08148 26.16638 25.87161 435.5165 440.1403 506.9337 527.5843 26.78249 25.66576 26.2504 
26.93013 26.78479 26.75202 438.1734 447.585 537.2156 506.6315 26.05434 25.97431 26.58321 
26.05417 25.08994 25.72888 448.7593 426.5901 523.5684 545.2702 26.55401 25.13584 25.42896 
25.34638 25.34183 26.3592 440.381 434.0657 514.1847 529.6742 26.79813 25.19022 25.74604 
26.59244 25.77703 25.08641 436.057 439.14 548.2664 530.9236 26.56666 26.12927 25.67595 
26.34017 26.69336 25.97856 425.6819 447.1766 526.4554 504.2395 26.9979 26.99369 25.439 
26.76475 25.57441 26.5779 448.9793 432.5055 511.7308 517.8503 25.71858 25.19741 25.93032 
26.59303 25.89031 25.18588 437.4787 425.7188 548.6588 538.2227 25.3807 25.25937 26.98646 
26.32937 26.60225 25.40221 439.0484 441.8484 536.014 518.2417 26.3869 26.21714 26.26064 
26.36844 25.67326 25.42983 443.7758 445.3864 541.5495 526.5106 25.36104 25.19534 26.76587 
26.23511 25.99713 26.1081 439.547 449.2123 535.2397 529.1391 25.56289 25.63747 26.85383 
25.37098 26.91093 25.47674 428.3518 440.5749 522.0174 527.5514 26.1732 25.19015 26.5463 
25.11621 25.79812 26.02105 432.9862 427.0501 537.2772 534.1204 26.10823 26.17308 26.39318 
25.26057 26.33033 26.74721 436.5027 439.5276 524.626 546.4227 25.09517 26.2991 26.64107 
25.69164 26.37999 25.95556 438.3161 434.854 512.9444 509.5358 26.32491 25.61551 25.46835 
25.46188 25.26583 26.86225 439.4584 427.8609 515.6886 518.805 26.70798 26.29618 25.76382 
25.8285 25.45003 26.63684 428.5887 441.0778 539.6174 543.0153 26.01955 26.73636 25.16256 
25.07173 25.64829 25.31047 437.3334 437.6838 540.4972 528.9451 26.29287 25.54298 26.2104 
25.29124 25.66779 26.31153 425.8285 449.9799 508.6457 524.4143 26.322 26.93592 25.63504 
26.05216 26.92307 26.62483 442.5114 442.4647 534.2724 537.0227 26.3449 25.84949 26.89948 
26.9015 26.78192 25.29548 430.4454 432.6702 525.8959 522.1389 25.41445 26.78851 26.21789 
25.60185 26.84596 25.8032 434.6136 425.4539 528.4225 526.1264 25.20194 26.51983 26.97313 
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26.52543 25.52466 26.94294 448.2695 445.9382 529.3714 529.3338 26.91995 25.87654 25.9719 
25.2101 25.50372 25.62271 437.1656 442.0452 525.8358 504.5871 25.57421 26.11651 25.31024 
26.43585 25.09939 25.57202 426.4688 438.0959 504.9877 506.4183 25.85195 25.02762 26.52706 
25.1796 25.54388 26.24984 440.1757 427.0355 517.3736 525.836 25.51565 25.25659 26.24987 
25.83826 25.75565 26.51146 445.3608 446.3906 511.0175 518.7297 25.56251 26.56989 26.55142 
25.42548 25.80182 25.92035 447.8426 431.2922 509.6596 516.2206 25.54368 26.15992 25.44711 
26.3959 26.16742 25.8315 430.117 438.1688 505.5587 500.7646 25.71202 26.98351 26.62516 
25.05401 26.64252 25.9515 431.8751 449.1844 503.8594 511.3953 25.37098 26.3379 25.57671 
25.91795 25.93894 25.99133 434.3894 435.9347 501.5727 548.1245 25.98154 26.02287 26.11326 
26.26341 25.66749 25.83712 430.5071 428.5715 549.8096 531.435 25.39958 25.76097 26.48232 
25.91412 26.84863 25.76613 442.8002 443.3732 527.7973 502.4435 25.31875 25.51773 25.8598 
25.95152 26.18049 25.32388 426.5215 441.1461 540.9644 507.4733 26.18945 26.12245 26.82936 
25.65889 25.89309 26.73446 438.2388 441.4788 518.4891 510.6019 26.259 26.13454 25.11756 
26.20563 26.25558 26.20518 437.802 436.3032 501.0597 520.7094 26.83782 25.46166 26.16331 
25.67824 25.41376 25.97108 425.941 443.4142 538.559 515.6465 26.60221 25.82818 26.87343 
26.07171 26.42198 25.85982 446.3803 440.7701 520.9826 516.6108 26.83188 25.74127 26.55596 
25.66474 26.83971 25.93763 429.2215 428.5061 500.9361 546.441 26.07038 26.36461 26.9977 
25.24795 26.27496 26.14332 431.2107 448.8382 503.3381 544.6933 26.37184 25.28284 26.46679 
26.28896 26.4196 25.56994 429.7253 430.3653 507.002 509.6652 25.4091 26.10718 25.47093 
26.13661 25.33858 26.8929 433.8085 442.1272 517.97 505.4791 25.79421 26.74813 25.31685 
25.59946 25.86243 25.21616 446.8544 434.1113 543.7947 545.6309 26.91871 25.22753 25.82409 
26.39515 26.49819 25.66568 429.9329 446.7958 506.972 505.882 25.44366 26.26277 26.66102 
26.49728 26.50149 26.48408 441.1047 445.3884 528.5535 516.7053 25.32213 26.84694 25.40642 
26.72536 26.4071 26.53862 443.37 446.1112 533.8444 534.3971 25.61099 25.49272 26.47173 
26.79529 26.99153 25.92735 436.2843 431.4431 518.688 548.4769 26.23544 26.4243 26.26722 
26.43217 26.06225 25.11684 438.8755 432.0549 534.4407 516.3962 26.04604 25.57835 25.34707 
26.79042 25.55357 25.40758 445.9101 425.8921 536.1496 509.0322 25.2985 25.05679 25.57444 
25.02876 25.99096 25.33989 434.6325 426.8968 530.7828 548.8663 26.03944 25.85282 25.49078 
25.03596 25.60917 25.58225 437.0985 449.5089 541.3556 541.0396 25.14893 26.99178 26.46901 
25.42504 26.69252 26.21822 443.2936 434.8472 537.5206 513.5243 25.52153 26.10517 26.05572 
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25.29946 26.28311 25.61134 425.2255 431.3779 519.5142 529.4992 25.93626 25.09904 26.55487 
26.9964 25.29943 25.7442 425.0856 430.8441 543.8782 548.5685 25.59637 26.69429 25.99729 
26.44987 25.55824 25.40388 436.1539 441.2802 532.0506 521.8331 26.21597 25.55805 25.244 
25.02126 25.52823 26.92188 428.3544 426.4376 525.1069 532.8832 25.09697 25.53378 26.72415 
26.69808 25.17609 25.12424 446.8107 449.5154 524.9139 525.2246 25.07109 25.86032 26.00566 
26.59299 26.1734 25.17682 436.5895 441.4277 507.3471 500.9494 26.7048 25.10712 26.78732 
25.4283 25.47932 25.33444 435.5456 429.1011 530.2712 504.6935 25.41453 25.16941 25.9874 
25.90293 26.34784 25.40088 440.5405 425.0684 500.2487 507.9863 26.22658 25.81088 25.53593 
26.14331 26.66234 26.22695 437.2275 447.6966 524.8806 513.2169 25.41955 26.20252 26.19289 
25.78618 25.93515 25.34016 430.3245 431.4514 542.3249 514.9982 26.28409 25.71376 25.94511 
25.18771 26.97974 26.27983 439.4365 427.0759 549.4323 535.2045 26.38692 25.6315 25.40176 
25.70183 26.46058 26.35956 430.2239 444.9529 505.9349 540.0956 25.48417 25.84591 26.74072 
25.85569 25.30993 26.61758 436.4941 434.1675 534.3731 547.8172 25.52976 26.82799 25.48542 
26.38796 25.11579 25.19722 427.2705 447.3161 517.6626 545.9076 25.95574 26.18698 26.11349 
25.94792 25.1729 26.99585 428.3842 426.5069 532.668 534.0508 26.30084 25.73146 25.66477 
25.29261 25.93275 25.20937 446.368 445.715 538.3537 528.6208 25.74225 26.42972 26.05543 
26.45685 25.5358 25.08007 444.6853 447.093 521.8999 526.6205 26.2712 25.2537 26.11922 
25.77266 26.10733 26.42968 443.1178 445.6574 512.5666 502.1175 25.92987 25.3644 25.59813 
25.66796 25.39964 25.22206 425.4487 428.4124 528.9845 517.7968 26.58518 25.67494 26.96369 
25.67869 25.76211 25.14551 440.0453 433.5312 514.6402 525.7913 26.63018 25.8398 25.10719 
25.4285 25.3202 25.19419 444.9151 425.4753 542.4767 536.3109 25.62327 25.23917 26.90805 
26.65845 26.36196 25.51134 448.3886 437.7881 527.3465 534.3649 26.50531 26.29235 26.41294 
26.92604 25.34243 25.26623 447.7223 442.047 525.3411 549.8704 25.72398 26.23655 25.34368 
25.27162 25.21856 25.8906 434.2595 429.8931 545.5199 508.0561 25.61062 26.32888 26.56972 
25.89289 26.21454 25.19209 443.0087 444.97 523.4873 503.3925 26.2467 26.31067 25.54122 
25.45708 26.1409 26.97964 433.4897 442.7871 508.6797 520.3926 26.31961 26.26644 25.55907 
26.06836 25.38606 26.16719 425.9312 430.4905 501.074 548.716 25.87597 25.37979 26.81137 
26.34746 25.2173 26.56078 425.6485 429.0193 506.452 520.2018 25.23457 26.62545 25.82883 
26.91958 26.4763 25.77319 444.3054 425.7478 506.0643 504.045 26.74356 25.79216 26.92541 
25.53941 26.00913 25.83492 428.0483 429.0134 537.8912 524.04 25.98043 26.78412 25.27169 
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25.95968 26.01771 25.91438 432.622 447.9324 542.4363 525.1727 26.25195 26.92163 25.4052 
26.1222 26.50276 26.39909 434.1798 426.767 522.4415 505.218 26.99603 25.76689 25.71917 
26.28278 26.54273 26.04871 449.2159 425.9004 503.7952 500.2706 26.78779 25.83481 25.11534 
26.55217 25.21586 25.78179 435.7998 428.4459 518.8433 543.184 25.06354 26.54535 26.11933 
26.10023 25.78096 25.69019 441.5141 441.472 508.3159 549.865 25.88697 25.57865 26.74133 
25.57627 26.35722 25.57053 425.3897 433.7077 507.2139 539.7142 26.60007 26.66573 25.95676 
26.021 25.26368 25.19313 434.9793 434.6883 529.8748 525.6951 25.54746 26.56385 26.05185 
26.86653 25.99003 26.99254 425.5462 435.0487 537.396 545.3843 25.53327 25.52292 26.88602 
25.79202 25.23643 25.50958 440.2672 444.0201 537.3338 549.6391 26.2053 25.69754 26.6197 
25.67479 25.02492 26.73002 433.2244 431.4483 513.8818 519.0773 26.35209 25.72507 26.90689 
25.9729 26.83922 25.78774 432.9775 443.6569 520.2773 548.8199 26.83601 25.39216 25.30947 
25.53556 25.04285 26.96479 448.1864 436.1034 518.7916 508.328 26.39524 26.09712 26.55684 
25.97888 25.34589 25.18702 430.2357 449.8805 529.2625 502.1413 26.41692 25.85767 25.48403 
26.03054 26.33647 25.56983 429.929 429.6541 523.243 543.0068 26.70436 25.27325 25.74657 
26.53002 25.2376 26.27476 437.7216 437.5493 528.6785 541.3222 26.17492 26.00259 25.98396 
25.13331 25.09061 26.56596 441.6631 435.4356 540.3162 527.2515 25.89601 26.74288 26.01135 
26.28342 26.08812 25.81284 438.7287 446.3152 549.7032 502.3204 26.623 25.05365 26.11755 
25.78763 25.11075 25.44773 442.2079 434.3926 530.991 545.9746 25.62691 26.82758 25.50935 
26.29213 26.2103 25.33417 426.7885 425.2218 549.8182 509.4469 25.00854 26.76534 26.56316 
26.70835 26.5217 25.35498 435.8192 426.8086 540.8662 515.7719 26.51138 25.80165 26.17649 
26.70899 26.39018 25.86552 448.6531 449.3972 511.2288 505.5539 25.70007 25.41239 25.7111 
26.64183 26.52181 26.23343 444.4023 426.4822 501.6559 543.4588 25.27378 26.47549 26.88169 
25.50013 26.98933 26.68979 444.5734 443.9812 544.8956 519.8181 26.27114 25.37078 25.42779 
26.21338 25.94853 25.05487 444.0973 426.7076 515.8633 535.715 26.93591 26.98283 25.01891 
25.89883 25.14982 25.58236 447.164 439.4068 502.1751 519.9397 26.23764 25.01943 25.22743 
25.25801 26.36165 25.0322 443.7625 445.9532 503.8176 537.7311 25.27811 26.57761 25.50429 
26.49032 25.26152 26.75517 430.1359 439.6871 532.2848 543.5332 25.94016 26.85315 26.10497 
26.91851 25.2249 25.31371 447.0379 449.2101 503.1824 519.7974 25.84315 26.49713 25.75046 
26.24895 25.07439 26.67715 430.6476 440.3657 548.517 526.277 25.30268 26.53208 26.42026 
25.61819 26.05899 25.86526 446.5118 425.49 522.7006 540.0627 25.8081 25.42237 26.28786 
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25.65499 25.65378 25.63541 447.2376 449.0146 525.614 512.354 25.66837 26.07123 25.0944 
26.78411 25.24563 25.01698 440.9468 445.6125 535.5981 547.557 25.97204 25.92755 25.10392 
25.2338 25.83985 25.76501 433.1179 433.7239 547.1382 548.4433 25.23818 25.3019 25.54257 
25.42438 26.10705 26.12314 435.7252 431.5144 527.3434 503.6806 26.7487 25.64571 26.82389 
25.15454 25.9055 25.50435 439.0036 440.8224 525.2709 514.5856 26.37555 26.66491 26.26111 
25.45604 25.01789 26.67637 425.6751 425.0127 510.8313 502.2923 25.23061 26.38995 25.83565 
25.05247 25.13991 25.61344 425.776 439.9018 506.7367 513.5521 25.49957 26.47636 25.23046 
25.8847 26.01146 26.2608 431.2938 430.9339 511.839 525.7348 25.236 26.6363 26.89507 
25.84798 25.19221 25.99969 431.0796 439.0296 522.7202 509.7727 25.87003 25.88135 26.20739 
26.57149 26.44724 25.04556 433.7566 434.9923 528.5896 540.28 26.43692 26.78367 25.90028 
25.25524 25.18551 26.7866 431.9477 425.5483 510.3758 540.8531 26.9746 26.28943 25.03461 
26.43298 25.62024 25.6786 441.4632 428.8623 528.7186 511.7278 26.88003 25.28796 26.91312 
26.476 25.47584 26.39774 425.1778 438.8584 506.0482 516.4293 25.95217 26.05395 25.00858 
25.77806 26.23689 25.80716 441.8135 426.1781 516.3961 549.9553 25.32178 26.72703 26.15826 
25.72115 25.75351 26.58711 433.8354 425.3441 521.6548 549.3965 26.94157 26.82863 26.142 
25.54332 26.19121 26.92453 440.0237 427.0781 517.3733 548.1489 26.59734 25.30852 26.49143 
26.47358 25.26393 26.23413 434.3667 429.7048 534.9901 510.7758 26.73521 26.76648 26.29743 
26.25248 26.61186 26.2025 441.8411 427.8424 506.0983 513.1908 26.54251 25.10065 25.15293 
25.35877 25.15221 26.00734 435.3241 442.4866 505.022 545.2335 25.83032 26.37765 25.64355 
26.22591 25.26022 26.972 426.9781 438.3566 532.448 501.2073 26.35314 26.5309 25.21429 
26.33056 26.93307 25.48898 427.2283 433.8104 514.3249 506.8159 25.67976 25.13062 26.16078 
26.71958 26.62828 25.47284 447.8085 434.6745 539.4399 527.8655 25.31139 25.85186 26.04854 
25.21697 25.90267 26.01038 445.0207 425.777 535.8607 520.9918 25.3545 26.7501 26.02842 
25.02495 25.45204 25.99555 446.3492 433.8893 528.702 541.2155 25.62895 26.57747 25.06411 
26.99018 25.32048 26.07663 443.027 441.802 519.4059 509.1775 26.44097 25.74231 25.41464 
26.88149 26.49503 26.82365 427.0621 435.3893 509.1566 506.9981 26.42606 26.76774 25.97327 
26.0695 25.26088 25.96639 443.6717 437.3407 526.9357 517.7552 26.92297 26.38538 26.43653 
25.87107 25.66074 26.80962 445.1085 449.7681 546.1059 513.2 25.57193 25.978 25.02205 
26.29128 25.40415 25.6939 443.5465 444.0374 535.6424 500.9361 25.7803 26.09351 26.28953 
25.46516 26.46664 25.6877 446.9327 437.1864 526.2589 501.069 25.88949 26.92106 25.05172 
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26.62421 26.3908 25.69636 432.0186 439.5854 532.0126 535.1539 25.46011 26.54728 26.32747 
25.62724 25.59469 25.93368 432.8992 432.8846 523.0231 503.553 26.31997 26.01369 25.68649 
26.51189 25.02953 26.8186 448.3514 429.5851 504.9439 534.5748 25.61172 25.68012 26.22877 
26.99265 25.5012 25.95584 426.4689 431.004 547.7814 540.5895 26.97272 26.098 26.06669 
26.60215 25.75685 26.56836 425.0411 434.4677 543.8497 518.1181 26.99511 25.01998 26.56961 
25.11649 26.02605 26.32599 448.1834 432.306 527.6417 523.575 26.24399 26.35932 25.81083 
25.5724 26.81395 26.45002 433.2085 437.9619 531.0276 546.1027 25.08096 25.31339 25.11558 
25.81286 25.87919 25.14387 425.5361 437.4587 507.5186 520.1911 25.56732 26.88585 26.00423 
26.58762 25.67528 25.80918 433.0782 436.9583 505.634 545.1659 26.51203 25.07745 26.3784 
26.39849 26.81952 26.7741 430.4241 428.3046 511.041 515.2281 25.29676 26.73756 26.19064 
26.52341 25.59909 26.85341 426.8695 433.3722 542.0118 547.4279 25.85771 26.45679 26.48751 
25.50826 26.55664 26.19075 427.8953 438.7933 517.5191 538.7588 25.39802 25.62711 25.67429 
26.20907 26.24937 26.55855 426.8586 449.639 527.1429 508.1045 25.70527 25.02395 25.67091 
25.21925 26.30567 25.21016 448.7076 426.2272 541.4111 519.6503 26.72054 26.22023 26.64035 
25.32524 25.89442 26.90314 440.0167 438.0439 546.0803 516.2831 25.42299 26.19401 26.11464 
25.79277 25.69966 25.89733 441.8131 447.5924 528.9225 534.4643 26.01215 25.31267 26.91486 
25.03955 26.77998 26.77231 441.0373 430.2736 539.066 513.9899 25.89979 25.1972 26.33688 
26.13406 25.72254 25.82888 441.0191 427.9281 538.5936 524.9991 25.27778 25.40711 25.02457 
26.71955 25.30805 25.97176 439.4737 436.218 501.5392 501.5192 26.59421 25.14326 25.20985 
25.97386 26.56435 25.91807 445.8231 444.7153 514.9403 540.2837 25.75672 25.33337 26.49838 
25.45858 25.01268 26.18735 430.6829 434.7701 541.5621 545.1431 26.34881 25.85029 25.21406 
26.02992 25.70063 25.57287 442.6133 435.3338 523.9155 544.0714 26.57569 26.3321 25.98475 
25.78069 26.75258 25.21627 435.6001 437.7672 523.1861 505.4328 26.05121 26.08421 26.05333 
26.15453 26.15634 25.51053 434.267 448.4445 548.8462 514.0696 26.81254 26.26133 26.22545 
25.18921 26.92569 26.79917 443.7829 439.7856 528.6809 549.3385 26.73902 26.33274 26.20842 
26.72696 26.76437 26.86757 437.8852 429.8573 530.5392 522.186 26.49522 26.45066 25.9745 
25.23112 25.20076 26.04101 426.1861 428.5695 546.5728 523.3886 26.8815 26.49142 26.38646 
25.1206 26.03845 26.48172 449.6619 425.9208 542.5061 517.2715 26.97521 26.27803 26.95372 
26.24909 26.13746 26.37347 431.0558 449.6404 548.5102 518.2326 25.93536 25.03078 25.54337 
25.82144 26.59921 26.91327 429.776 433.6374 521.2815 501.9701 26.52809 25.58513 26.44826 
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25.52595 26.75292 25.73977 438.1885 435.2825 509.1241 543.3671 25.63016 25.76732 25.55164 
25.30134 25.34658 26.49305 448.1829 441.3993 513.3265 503.8365 25.01287 25.63135 26.14258 
25.98731 26.01122 26.89079 445.3913 438.9116 526.528 529.6591 26.6673 25.85205 26.69955 
26.55092 26.22193 25.75109 437.9197 445.627 524.9468 516.8698 26.66837 25.37597 26.21581 
25.67457 26.2099 25.86094 440.1023 428.2165 539.9831 530.2801 26.59752 26.21064 25.06762 
26.45219 25.86125 26.02789 431.7703 428.9796 547.5947 501.8927 25.08721 26.49663 26.48911 
25.08879 25.39788 25.17888 437.5911 447.4951 518.2794 516.1782 26.19353 26.13579 25.71905 
26.35794 26.96028 25.33916 440.1 432.518 503.6793 532.0908 26.37755 25.46258 25.48414 
26.36008 25.13494 25.20909 433.994 428.6308 531.4176 540.872 26.65475 26.62997 25.58916 
25.69911 25.8553 26.57457 445.8593 447.6992 518.6736 518.9439 26.84324 26.12861 26.64633 
25.21365 25.22953 25.92471 440.0417 431.0526 519.0013 503.0751 26.35588 25.85137 26.74669 
25.58316 25.5542 26.75435 439.7997 425.957 507.6984 508.4959 25.07511 26.60695 25.09764 
25.22878 25.59039 25.49795 444.5307 441.1644 525.8953 504.3738 25.29282 26.4654 25.65361 
25.54189 25.01217 26.16729 426.4795 432.942 507.2861 500.4297 25.57756 25.3638 26.99075 
26.25791 26.91007 26.44246 436.1865 426.9497 543.4854 542.1396 25.7067 25.44092 26.58428 
26.95579 25.8823 26.5847 444.3324 443.8848 531.3559 502.4193 26.70472 25.50901 25.98302 
25.10884 25.49894 25.21035 432.3968 438.1443 536.4144 525.4232 26.46128 26.74695 25.29533 
25.82476 26.02888 25.77564 437.9381 438.9701 539.429 515.8498 26.26321 26.82389 25.91793 
25.65838 25.81277 25.80669 442.5869 444.7746 504.7896 544.8647 25.9353 25.62546 26.6502 
25.29172 25.56488 25.09412 425.4252 447.9033 532.9117 505.8605 26.95666 25.7592 25.61944 
26.50098 26.98582 25.36159 426.9807 438.1328 509.232 543.741 25.4127 25.25936 25.92922 
25.84758 26.58095 25.80022 447.8035 426.9819 530.089 520.7953 25.85442 25.47333 26.53066 
25.09609 26.1054 25.3991 445.6213 431.1759 535.1548 501.4359 26.1435 25.02255 25.20648 
26.46623 26.93771 26.72546 446.6459 430.1162 520.6583 521.823 26.71173 25.67092 26.89193 
25.91025 25.52126 26.61963 442.1318 443.9784 524.1723 505.2054 26.05868 25.54154 26.18179 
25.25546 26.75413 26.57224 432.3076 448.8047 514.354 505.8883 25.45542 25.83477 26.32838 
25.00667 25.50267 26.58682 443.0461 444.0632 522.685 535.4138 26.90036 26.71754 26.49801 
26.91199 26.43613 26.78431 435.777 428.8293 517.983 541.9927 26.02145 26.11035 26.06472 
26.56399 26.55237 25.9031 439.8767 429.8371 537.3399 544.5949 26.43022 26.53478 26.50582 
26.32055 26.63305 26.03048 441.8959 446.129 530.0199 525.0637 25.21927 25.70929 26.78197 
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26.75199 25.12635 26.35377 432.1033 447.8538 518.837 532.4569 25.07323 25.50994 26.89423 
25.33227 25.10634 25.00195 437.7313 427.7572 538.5438 532.0556 25.25653 26.38819 26.20319 
26.80551 25.34922 25.16342 444.9385 444.5151 542.8072 511.6251 25.72221 26.54655 25.4323 
25.33968 26.95844 26.42702 442.1744 426.0216 517.3953 504.1456 26.89375 25.16748 26.91279 
25.43949 26.90499 26.21723 436.4067 433.1636 513.1881 518.2477 26.38665 25.69694 25.31635 
25.09107 26.03917 26.04193 429.1595 428.9918 514.7582 540.0889 25.07457 25.36068 26.4136 
25.85722 25.41635 25.65673 436.2132 436.2099 525.8778 549.8416 25.0171 25.63943 26.47523 
26.66937 25.36771 25.07269 448.3358 445.4389 548.8597 543.3566 25.64666 26.12406 25.40636 
25.14399 25.85833 25.56942 443.5419 445.7863 534.154 514.3916 26.82678 25.95891 25.20632 
26.18458 25.90212 26.40943 428.1832 427.2289 506.2617 507.2392 25.67582 25.17831 25.1039 
25.44421 26.46772 25.07857 437.054 433.4712 520.0922 514.9844 26.71476 25.10224 26.08065 
26.94694 25.92939 26.62498 441.9433 428.1464 538.4977 529.7826 26.44316 26.84426 26.96958 
26.79139 26.16705 26.37694 430.4673 440.5375 539.6294 511.6923 26.86396 26.47975 26.23857 
26.18347 26.54453 25.15913 449.6063 449.3977 508.8306 526.9925 26.29909 26.42566 25.29031 
26.26516 25.38914 26.33908 433.6443 434.7792 514.5412 523.2888 25.31271 26.78677 25.76729 
25.75484 25.22578 26.31304 447.4905 448.7456 517.441 512.9824 26.8245 26.38484 26.84822 
26.80344 26.10832 26.18025 440.5992 443.3906 513.3787 508.0681 25.64716 25.56912 25.93639 
26.82137 25.32524 25.60857 434.722 449.5707 512.9057 538.5527 26.23478 25.09982 26.88267 
26.96022 25.97177 26.4341 425.172 440.6262 519.1693 509.8714 26.13408 26.76947 26.46088 
25.5625 26.31063 25.35988 427.1802 440.7704 545.5422 509.5836 26.66467 26.47085 26.68671 
25.51522 26.66897 26.12548 444.8365 443.8189 542.1719 517.7372 26.41058 25.75394 26.86236 
25.61 25.73276 26.99427 440.0495 428.254 522.0681 542.2161 26.16905 25.03683 26.5898 
25.1809 25.2406 26.94377 442.9112 448.9263 522.8279 508.3736 25.86269 25.63274 26.87301 
25.54476 25.43122 25.50601 442.8294 439.4128 546.1313 547.0001 26.67173 26.46398 25.60561 
25.61954 26.72387 25.69626 445.1953 447.929 501.347 520.6586 26.29699 26.8397 26.38827 
26.60329 26.10197 26.9065 438.1164 440.9527 503.489 506.5474 26.20826 26.73172 25.06026 
26.98722 25.28395 26.4786 427.7851 438.8172 522.7374 518.8977 25.31476 25.13018 25.39026 
25.0727 26.2725 25.88227 440.5991 434.9971 523.245 533.5411 26.70951 26.00294 25.34736 
25.17955 26.73587 25.84556 444.5669 440.0879 526.3413 509.0839 26.97038 25.94591 25.04999 
26.11598 26.23159 26.70911 425.6986 442.5415 504.5164 525.5494 25.14144 26.09261 26.21669 
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25.85008 25.9976 26.27963 447.0689 439.3182 532.4166 529.8994 25.42361 26.14252 25.15985 
26.59626 25.17333 25.19997 439.4768 437.5222 532.5179 500.5884 25.0633 25.26107 25.9507 
25.75747 25.87953 26.46148 431.8291 430.1533 509.197 541.7704 26.00561 26.86096 25.51784 
25.54576 26.78688 25.93281 432.9188 427.0832 510.0092 517.858 26.78611 26.85038 25.90783 
26.9456 25.27054 25.00975 438.9296 440.9006 527.732 534.3775 26.74387 25.99971 25.9645 
26.29933 26.86425 25.00066 434.8752 446.4434 538.4063 519.6727 26.18181 25.87063 25.80133 
26.65565 25.79 25.06433 440.2625 440.0117 522.7138 519.4559 26.41178 26.39959 25.68809 
26.63877 25.62415 26.5305 443.4788 443.8962 513.7769 505.0007 25.3391 26.96138 25.38328 
26.76371 25.60909 26.81429 447.3249 441.4716 507.1586 533.9435 25.11985 25.98132 25.1275 
26.70778 25.94777 25.51166 435.1672 433.4989 518.2444 505.2753 25.97619 25.06373 25.63712 
25.63626 25.21221 25.20553 436.4141 437.0792 535.3132 527.1827 25.85296 26.5217 25.62841 
26.96773 26.13057 25.28351 434.1516 443.341 549.0525 535.3114 26.62188 25.135 26.56153 
25.61906 26.82941 25.27037 448.2143 427.6089 527.6015 517.0184 25.98119 26.94484 26.16034 
25.44348 26.25529 25.42965 429.7286 447.9819 528.6418 508.9274 25.83689 26.28737 25.19279 
25.57363 25.19697 26.88197 427.643 427.4002 532.9678 547.3745 26.72961 26.16093 25.47354 
26.82918 25.11232 26.25036 425.6221 433.0684 523.704 510.8783 25.33516 26.35798 26.3239 
26.90556 26.00539 26.26463 440.6172 445.4459 510.4044 541.3158 26.84877 26.12314 26.41391 
26.5283 25.89424 26.58846 429.4499 444.7154 500.7754 505.0097 25.17273 26.20034 25.30254 
25.51832 26.96363 25.41714 438.1791 430.7189 537.4203 518.3228 25.34507 26.19834 25.59757 
26.362 26.50787 26.70339 447.9333 442.9236 506.2881 503.36 26.636 26.43075 26.46195 
25.28539 26.47318 26.73765 426.8623 446.303 528.6709 507.799 25.97821 26.08889 25.33615 
25.84819 26.0561 25.8745 433.301 437.0524 507.3789 518.7797 26.51378 25.26857 25.75163 
26.57887 25.41012 26.69329 429.5233 448.5202 523.4046 539.2852 26.35717 25.73704 25.33201 
26.70426 26.68359 26.82296 426.2706 439.6052 503.4353 529.0478 25.56921 26.89937 26.41006 
26.56382 26.84075 26.73377 440.6965 441.6501 519.4803 510.1443 26.22401 26.59988 25.12539 
25.5978 26.00136 25.21361 449.0688 431.0158 504.0558 521.9608 26.9756 26.24663 26.91322 
25.23677 25.20985 26.88477 437.9553 425.2418 537.1888 527.2527 25.81882 25.10976 25.88427 
25.19298 25.49168 26.02605 438.4982 432.3653 520.5385 509.3781 25.9821 25.81201 26.48665 
26.6739 25.85602 26.56004 426.3934 428.6707 533.1778 520.2043 26.15426 26.34104 26.58287 
26.04236 25.30606 25.81095 425.5961 426.2255 508.5685 546.1448 26.37018 25.79652 25.75966 
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26.51009 25.704 25.02823 448.1753 434.0918 547.984 517.2649 25.60045 26.92719 26.36743 
25.32584 26.13233 25.51525 446.5375 430.4465 502.203 532.9471 25.7072 26.89502 26.2108 
26.42993 26.31236 25.11061 434.7753 446.8602 516.2019 526.2999 26.33751 25.09067 25.98099 
25.62011 25.38028 25.89401 433.2617 430.2876 527.3046 527.6292 26.61462 25.34365 25.13899 
26.407 26.839 25.75463 429.201 432.0072 538.4561 506.4209 25.69586 25.6111 25.90192 
25.49845 26.94458 26.59271 432.2647 429.5651 504.8831 501.0635 25.54549 25.80518 26.28723 
25.20497 25.93664 25.30779 448.4859 434.4226 546.1365 536.2897 25.15384 26.36503 25.14999 
26.1904 26.12174 25.59147 437.5532 444.2401 518.7933 544.6274 26.05627 25.5456 26.72648 
25.46435 25.45296 25.99572 433.5507 445.2434 526.8084 509.962 26.65156 26.14381 26.15881 
26.34263 26.87843 26.17171 430.6425 436.0874 506.6428 512.6137 25.02994 26.8049 25.3127 
25.70544 25.08979 25.95015 447.4369 441.2759 518.8806 539.7281 25.86258 25.75972 25.70818 
25.09688 26.4072 26.13441 441.3321 430.0657 538.9909 502.7108 25.72284 26.23612 25.21737 
25.28584 25.16061 25.13605 429.3903 432.2826 538.4343 531.6391 26.33264 26.33907 26.15339 
25.96226 25.68896 25.01881 425.7844 425.0572 504.9976 524.1538 25.67926 26.14914 25.33901 
25.5507 26.37172 26.77324 437.797 446.2861 506.7416 538.6392 26.57519 26.61054 25.78743 
26.83703 25.56865 25.73205 439.7372 448.487 516.8005 502.1304 25.97863 26.36138 25.98738 
25.36472 25.17804 26.7221 428.6345 441.3866 515.2686 545.9151 25.49849 26.21291 26.49971 
25.9867 25.79525 26.14628 443.4238 432.7568 508.3329 541.3917 25.43387 25.65047 25.37246 
25.40575 25.24546 25.39551 434.6154 426.3935 500.8237 506.8607 26.16134 25.06051 25.97905 
26.04457 25.22078 25.65371 435.6858 438.7107 507.1367 525.7491 25.76704 25.0282 25.51319 
25.27631 26.84037 26.48384 432.5703 436.711 506.4559 546.894 26.6565 26.94919 26.19765 
25.62637 26.29426 25.73787 428.5601 449.9179 506.4608 529.9523 25.0469 26.83469 25.51597 
26.98731 25.80822 26.45341 430.4773 434.3872 543.8802 520.1275 26.53576 25.80745 26.70944 
26.61176 25.00691 25.05646 443.2218 436.5459 534.23 541.6826 25.22006 25.75478 26.55168 
26.98602 25.55114 25.41768 429.1806 438.2315 516.174 503.9949 26.76015 26.62394 25.69099 
26.14932 25.87572 26.98986 430.1848 440.3562 517.4637 528.6645 26.13092 25.71584 25.54311 
25.85524 25.32418 25.94442 434.6591 449.6519 537.8733 549.9834 25.55766 25.07689 25.97138 
25.82402 25.38554 25.63732 428.267 443.3708 538.3426 539.7774 26.32281 26.87198 25.72635 
25.08061 26.12718 26.45213 426.7622 447.7361 525.1539 513.2712 25.67272 26.21989 26.54546 
25.28122 26.19827 26.89919 435.8789 438.8576 517.632 508.9633 26.38841 25.12645 25.92628 
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26.63602 25.66838 25.80887 430.183 435.6081 541.0216 547.8116 26.00067 26.442 26.46457 
26.71861 25.99345 26.5352 432.2374 440.6597 535.2213 522.4441 25.8806 26.44128 26.99092 
25.02288 25.05007 26.27735 435.9443 437.1271 515.1822 542.0967 25.1345 25.69797 26.24905 
25.39221 26.18267 26.42351 434.3443 426.2283 540.3936 520.3341 26.02907 26.27412 26.17639 
26.51364 25.00204 25.11556 438.1555 432.1058 548.3359 503.2709 25.06794 25.01211 25.47897 
26.29323 25.40775 25.83703 442.8544 448.5595 539.8992 505.4218 26.66019 26.38873 25.70939 
25.29076 26.19658 25.61591 448.5455 431.9364 525.6549 509.1257 26.04104 25.97907 25.64622 
26.55488 25.87354 25.51633 427.7917 428.9871 547.7664 510.1664 25.05458 26.25549 26.98885 
25.45047 26.89011 25.86602 443.4596 436.5787 511.6914 512.1272 26.85691 26.30165 26.36427 
25.84705 25.11523 26.138 441.6117 428.0543 515.4878 500.4189 26.70903 25.51807 26.25991 
25.8261 25.34771 26.93929 447.263 435.8967 514.6558 500.3306 25.3648 25.33114 25.36747 
25.77308 26.63864 26.1021 443.3343 433.4252 505.4227 546.0592 25.45687 26.92419 25.81666 
26.74284 26.41354 26.66527 441.1272 429.7445 539.1174 533.4129 25.47866 26.4009 26.80548 
26.04474 26.60735 25.58588 447.8879 446.0717 504.1014 520.8649 26.19006 25.16952 25.47184 
25.25441 26.80813 26.81079 439.8771 426.729 524.4635 542.2346 26.13449 25.28023 25.74576 
25.34758 25.20584 26.90517 427.562 429.435 542.2403 533.1657 25.09502 25.36893 26.34376 
25.74781 26.80136 26.67356 426.0678 426.8054 546.1782 542.4924 25.93104 26.12793 26.57321 
25.10709 25.23509 26.70504 449.896 439.7136 506.8407 548.804 25.42002 26.74364 25.97559 
26.72986 26.20297 26.8599 430.6465 449.198 548.049 519.7886 25.03823 26.8428 26.10532 
25.33133 26.90011 26.1077 446.8398 432.5027 530.7952 532.062 25.45877 26.53786 26.439 
26.08763 26.22102 25.52924 436.1167 425.8995 543.733 522.6577 26.34227 26.80891 25.07073 
26.72444 25.90929 25.44265 432.5252 426.814 532.3564 522.067 26.09159 26.53557 25.34702 
26.29662 26.1798 25.55466 440.4018 441.3312 521.7783 533.2636 25.20798 26.77939 25.72005 
25.60151 25.85133 26.39156 429.1382 435.049 521.3157 533.3484 26.19636 25.85626 25.0259 
25.24309 26.63204 25.34717 432.6765 437.4485 505.6207 540.0379 25.68388 26.11501 26.47048 
26.75565 26.90181 26.8411 432.1647 426.637 522.3688 543.2558 26.03049 26.5783 26.38839 
26.6013 26.94314 25.10327 439.0995 429.4322 514.8484 540.8006 26.78983 25.03177 26.92106 
26.6848 26.97559 26.22679 440.3536 438.432 549.8752 545.32 25.04123 25.33211 25.74053 
25.41091 25.31803 26.32505 431.158 437.5753 508.2771 548.0256 25.49873 26.70119 26.20345 
26.47396 26.51292 26.30554 425.0667 443.4425 544.9671 506.7751 25.58074 26.16841 26.54261 
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26.66157 26.4316 26.93088 439.3423 447.5445 518.9951 512.1853 26.90427 25.12738 25.33594 
25.95131 25.82349 25.34978 434.6546 447.3356 501.9209 536.5871 26.7213 25.27346 25.03816 
26.16826 26.32485 26.85089 439.6298 436.8644 518.1681 538.8813 26.11805 26.37589 25.44014 
25.7115 25.20499 25.13526 431.8282 430.2925 501.2075 514.3881 26.42236 26.85138 25.38332 
25.5537 26.28232 26.2612 442.1742 446.5039 518.2379 515.7995 26.88686 25.71921 26.31706 
25.12843 26.73887 25.27533 425.3505 425.2212 500.7415 507.4138 26.61334 25.19311 26.52407 
26.71429 26.9886 26.542 428.5974 446.0138 510.093 540.202 25.7576 26.70438 26.70535 
26.23309 25.08488 26.83716 435.929 439.5331 507.6385 502.0488 25.11925 25.00212 25.28784 
26.21097 26.60108 25.67828 429.9791 441.7957 546.1379 503.1891 26.20718 26.52751 26.74297 
25.50607 25.00302 25.11653 436.3573 442.5289 501.9394 515.9635 26.36642 26.01937 25.06391 
25.3811 26.48862 25.32709 429.8702 426.4559 501.329 502.6056 26.42671 26.2384 26.77095 
25.42723 26.5747 26.59856 436.6498 426.703 532.4249 518.6274 25.32533 26.84312 26.32712 
25.71813 25.08077 26.89962 428.1282 444.7114 548.9349 533.105 25.00865 26.42873 26.32758 
26.59725 26.6412 26.13981 437.783 428.98 506.3725 547.3072 26.42385 25.92576 25.72853 
26.37248 26.10959 26.70446 440.3233 441.6103 548.9751 528.8891 25.99444 25.09686 26.32378 
25.92596 26.20039 25.09872 443.1654 433.4805 520.5681 508.9532 25.04113 25.24518 25.06833 
26.31874 25.23275 25.81899 431.0755 443.842 516.6688 507.6607 25.50928 25.80828 26.26653 
26.04327 26.16644 25.62444 425.9381 429.3386 524.9808 539.7604 25.32962 25.05371 25.74505 
26.34321 25.63967 26.50327 427.8422 434.7022 526.6248 515.3427 26.90375 25.26578 26.37256 
25.6656 25.12017 25.01823 440.7818 443.9597 500.4268 531.849 26.26433 26.79566 25.0126 
26.06709 26.32115 26.26852 441.0029 425.6077 534.4657 500.5367 25.41771 26.39342 25.39691 
26.01966 25.78426 25.76584 444.9467 428.5533 543.7486 500.396 26.77134 25.51603 25.15889 
25.35001 26.73079 25.42627 445.9105 433.256 508.2705 507.6749 25.803 26.5042 25.12213 
25.1645 25.2272 26.13282 436.3679 428.5776 546.3557 522.2701 25.08518 26.47901 26.07736 
25.58664 26.55239 26.90637 434.5981 431.8075 540.779 519.7945 26.75909 26.66308 26.42575 
25.28118 26.63636 25.33136 428.6172 444.3543 547.3203 516.5737 26.34364 25.15671 25.22164 
26.97676 26.95868 25.89042 426.5383 439.4494 506.9038 515.5857 25.42557 26.71392 26.17829 
25.03883 26.30213 25.32219 431.3221 430.9224 532.8909 524.0646 25.7487 25.74259 26.8108 
26.36341 26.86536 25.61514 447.728 449.2477 525.2041 541.2708 25.19273 25.69726 25.21777 
25.77058 25.90762 25.11863 425.2224 447.1016 544.8115 510.9632 25.79713 25.15625 25.52198 
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25.56963 25.22544 25.99295 445.8661 426.4455 542.3173 500.7416 26.04961 25.87506 26.90591 
26.90274 25.12821 25.49265 449.9766 445.387 526.2703 520.5466 26.95041 26.24895 26.47563 
26.00306 26.14551 25.67071 443.4964 434.0313 517.8451 542.1969 25.69158 26.87415 25.75249 
25.16959 26.00265 25.10181 440.9593 448.8555 520.7754 523.9534 26.56953 26.99662 25.40312 
26.32611 26.5409 26.88658 446.6523 438.7412 506.9657 548.8911 25.31202 25.98574 25.54602 
25.37065 26.85962 25.27238 431.8255 445.4234 514.818 536.6497 26.73166 25.48474 25.98859 
26.69931 26.56697 25.22154 448.57 442.4867 533.9146 543.2635 25.31938 26.16824 25.22796 
26.54717 26.00098 25.87749 431.6702 437.0232 537.4517 545.0663 26.68124 26.61257 26.00106 
26.53223 25.42809 26.21351 435.6394 426.2923 508.769 538.7806 26.66261 25.01648 25.10671 
25.82814 26.92787 26.25865 434.5396 446.5598 518.5307 533.0593 25.14649 26.7317 25.31245 
25.01785 25.96334 26.02975 447.7522 432.0134 509.3895 540.3558 25.26035 25.46087 26.14312 
26.93305 26.19861 26.48726 434.9025 434.3457 527.4829 545.0218 25.85363 26.20698 25.83386 
26.69605 25.70738 26.88653 442.9672 447.2196 528.5821 513.72 25.19953 26.85628 25.3917 
26.33845 25.32025 25.89287 437.203 444.6829 523.4965 545.4546 26.23309 25.25715 26.20665 
26.68113 26.32059 26.8383 430.6379 436.1935 519.1176 545.2365 26.60837 25.86888 26.32662 
26.33658 25.6255 26.0416 432.99 434.5297 525.2489 511.2711 26.00704 26.98258 25.37135 
26.49126 25.47512 25.27024 431.5962 429.1745 548.4803 521.3106 25.02675 25.14326 25.98959 
26.29292 25.78354 26.50104 438.8221 428.1569 539.5091 538.5739 26.87655 25.77121 26.38029 
26.24823 25.47399 26.90316 436.4206 435.9988 515.8444 548.4976 25.10755 26.27814 25.56433 
26.08652 26.50392 26.88812 430.8314 432.9163 540.1425 508.4568 25.23921 26.20607 26.26802 
25.00473 26.56034 25.34124 446.3211 443.0154 529.3536 514.2263 25.34387 26.25156 25.96183 
25.37086 26.67115 25.44213 449.5173 426.5663 530.082 535.9014 26.84684 26.11427 25.24135 
25.53243 25.56308 26.57755 430.25 446.6531 503.0761 509.2167 26.81742 26.70932 25.95069 
26.71336 25.95386 26.06416 428.2384 440.9442 501.2998 524.6977 26.01725 26.78646 25.66397 
26.06926 25.61398 26.16552 447.9098 430.702 539.0381 522.7358 26.95905 26.01926 26.85055 
25.10502 25.9209 25.90568 447.7132 426.8415 518.9094 531.6943 26.52777 25.22664 26.77247 
26.09859 25.90989 26.07526 435.9524 441.1512 523.8627 541.6986 26.01566 26.09284 26.19854 
25.69248 25.37067 26.96292 449.5644 432.8851 525.8882 542.8349 25.6595 25.8479 25.09432 
26.27016 25.8018 26.76585 432.0863 443.3251 508.6916 501.4406 26.99042 26.65395 25.53897 
25.07664 26.42943 26.40205 434.1976 442.004 511.9886 530.342 25.52075 26.49377 26.9391 
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25.1899 26.97054 25.22863 435.6733 440.2143 501.3075 541.0274 25.33024 26.89213 26.84044 
25.56349 25.36399 25.12724 437.5156 431.6836 541.0722 530.5322 26.39241 25.69971 25.98639 
26.29606 26.63138 25.09094 436.1695 446.4591 515.4787 514.4409 26.3937 26.41871 26.4017 
25.5838 26.56463 26.96289 449.112 431.3788 513.3114 515.9873 26.35377 25.6282 26.19323 
25.16395 26.31434 26.05861 436.7991 444.6419 517.8919 517.2204 25.40098 26.61536 25.08592 
26.44229 26.30888 25.80741 432.526 445.9397 520.9525 514.0696 25.27253 26.82726 26.39717 
26.06988 25.61296 26.33209 447.6205 429.5087 540.6771 513.7626 26.14818 26.49571 25.60229 
26.28136 25.38935 25.92959 444.4231 436.0354 539.235 548.5215 26.4026 25.62133 25.40781 
25.02068 25.62548 25.14444 448.6578 435.6256 526.8428 525.7411 26.69965 26.0779 26.79116 
26.51856 26.65707 26.68178 439.5846 437.3736 538.058 502.706 26.11488 26.6633 26.31987 
26.25517 25.21371 25.6687 425.1421 446.1032 508.6755 548.0362 26.59617 25.97948 25.56369 
26.78189 26.15816 25.47277 432.391 439.1934 522.0352 503.0012 26.86406 25.07266 25.33642 
26.50594 26.59491 26.44199 447.7042 444.7594 523.4993 508.9333 26.65798 25.63118 25.47282 
25.84662 25.83887 25.66764 429.0883 439.2126 528.3203 508.88 26.27776 25.05012 26.73978 
26.53864 26.52438 26.96313 437.6048 449.3086 531.3882 538.8547 26.71458 25.60875 26.28104 
26.42297 25.70682 25.13125 429.6547 432.6468 547.4656 537.0136 26.65027 25.26728 26.84214 
25.94993 25.48274 26.11703 432.5773 445.6367 547.7115 528.2088 25.25792 26.46238 26.376 
25.92112 26.5392 26.49576 430.0577 428.1537 547.1165 534.4232 25.63477 25.93917 26.38425 
25.18647 25.29875 26.81344 447.7609 432.4666 531.9654 507.6269 26.34182 26.99942 25.78493 
25.19919 26.17144 26.81732 428.4229 428.9399 506.5063 515.8676 26.44012 25.90806 26.25161 
26.64629 26.40369 26.98687 427.5646 434.2603 516.1018 548.7187 26.69812 25.33025 25.92687 
25.77551 25.97813 25.45647 444.4795 444.1345 525.1914 506.7164 26.30752 26.2905 26.44393 
26.2795 25.40849 25.03682 436.6991 435.8561 528.8485 534.6588 26.06127 26.25895 25.76622 
25.02442 25.30144 25.2777 438.4554 445.6899 523.9873 505.7919 25.20907 25.9342 26.05432 
26.8882 25.88252 25.65518 444.1906 428.6258 520.9361 549.6467 25.57047 25.37977 26.48129 
26.6578 25.42739 26.1384 442.347 425.9166 548.5898 547.4275 25.41702 25.4895 26.41648 
26.51537 26.3191 26.97534 445.2291 447.153 537.0921 537.2244 25.56728 25.44278 25.64701 
25.272 26.633 25.22889 436.1747 444.4374 536.4382 513.4089 26.87563 25.39836 26.9492 
25.2714 25.58033 25.96031 430.5086 441.8522 521.123 527.3878 25.73391 26.39285 26.39271 
25.45255 26.63714 26.95291 443.0605 446.0032 531.661 546.8798 26.1324 26.00121 25.35725 
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26.79648 25.17658 26.18547 432.5973 447.4883 540.9955 539.9599 25.26218 25.25485 26.98107 
26.76872 26.56237 25.6016 439.1199 427.4873 526.4668 502.0894 25.98753 26.44551 26.19732 
25.84567 26.94404 25.63718 447.7762 438.2358 516.1351 538.8076 26.94795 26.68491 25.1825 
25.73843 25.8192 26.97151 430.8946 440.656 521.7738 545.5913 26.36169 25.51863 26.09545 
26.78713 25.50435 25.86359 437.3071 428.7538 505.2595 517.4159 26.11132 26.70764 25.24319 
26.1672 26.63393 25.34978 446.0282 435.1012 522.1802 542.5568 26.15668 26.08137 26.18844 
25.46168 26.22151 25.56811 448.6696 438.9278 508.3653 543.3604 25.25349 25.72242 25.11965 
25.86107 26.20895 26.24541 429.5824 425.5838 522.7957 508.5844 25.08439 26.74534 26.61052 
25.85651 25.20235 25.45812 440.8542 427.213 519.9338 511.3751 25.6132 25.45133 25.07839 
26.18735 25.78915 25.64495 441.3278 447.275 534.1632 517.9991 25.68836 25.32485 25.21378 
26.99973 26.17853 26.8733 429.0353 443.9248 543.1863 518.298 25.02441 26.8525 25.81189 
25.58982 25.51484 26.89096 433.7184 435.7707 528.1876 545.8749 26.83343 26.73128 25.32029 
25.87786 26.77844 25.50666 445.1477 428.8352 522.02 522.934 25.20252 25.20233 25.80344 
26.53795 26.10487 26.4949 437.8746 439.5982 535.4154 510.3866 25.23665 25.72567 26.06577 
26.87425 25.4744 26.2657 433.6487 425.156 532.3171 533.962 26.61977 25.72326 26.51309 
26.5923 25.18616 25.55799 439.2359 444.5252 535.0256 526.1621 26.24074 26.02181 26.96128 
26.99517 26.30735 25.7493 434.1775 445.5842 500.4063 509.8101 26.58363 26.38937 26.48478 
26.56189 26.16541 26.5162 443.6204 437.4963 515.8304 526.0518 25.95354 26.64144 25.26123 
26.82708 26.07378 25.53351 436.1984 433.1521 517.0486 533.2474 26.32201 26.58374 25.30125 
25.41006 25.59422 26.13884 440.6499 444.3533 511.1928 542.9252 25.07885 25.68866 26.85732 
26.88399 25.27623 25.32999 448.0873 444.3088 540.8108 531.026 25.89573 26.88576 26.41091 
25.86403 25.29199 26.08117 443.8065 447.2838 501.4793 547.8577 26.97964 26.28102 25.53004 
26.96523 26.23956 25.45648 439.8945 428.4566 512.5915 515.2126 25.7921 25.85242 26.01125 
25.84146 26.54827 25.86603 434.4 438.6705 544.8585 547.4031 25.61415 26.24353 25.30397 
25.58554 26.9724 26.71416 426.5541 430.5758 518.5783 526.8012 25.42121 25.73261 26.74157 
26.70677 25.99905 25.25525 443.3055 440.178 547.3606 509.2915 26.5114 26.27089 25.49678 
25.77596 25.76057 26.54482 434.8394 437.6501 536.2335 548.7551 25.45759 25.90117 26.85418 
25.53371 25.05931 26.269 434.4141 435.3209 534.0645 502.3623 26.06539 26.84381 26.37114 
26.37865 25.64835 25.27456 438.4134 433.6943 519.9303 525.1679 25.72126 26.07078 25.88942 
26.68607 25.39647 26.2025 440.1446 429.0246 539.0583 500.4324 25.7257 26.75287 26.10424 
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25.46051 25.15998 25.17196 434.5762 437.9371 527.9493 546.3064 25.57353 25.02776 25.6291 
26.60234 25.75562 26.86666 426.2409 432.9511 526.915 534.0768 25.06533 25.93302 25.12171 
26.73844 25.02083 25.79425 446.8952 448.277 540.1004 532.5531 26.8365 25.17781 26.28985 
26.60098 26.81559 25.97019 431.6067 430.0707 529.5915 527.7788 25.14031 25.77292 26.75192 
26.41866 26.45523 26.81733 426.4498 444.7806 510.0641 527.8159 25.75377 26.5703 25.83706 
26.83488 25.26393 26.14308 446.9672 440.1297 545.3954 549.9946 26.99083 25.84838 25.56142 
25.20558 26.48604 26.24091 437.1115 448.3376 512.2003 509.6976 26.60351 26.49902 26.73279 
25.67425 25.7337 25.83614 439.7112 438.3703 539.032 527.6874 25.44804 25.97168 26.74079 
26.68429 25.43891 26.0463 429.1555 431.9788 548.74 524.2364 25.16003 26.78855 25.87483 
25.91758 25.2809 25.96701 434.4071 432.0336 522.5301 515.3067 25.0201 25.50459 25.22849 
25.77277 26.86418 26.63348 440.8085 441.0957 514.636 543.224 25.77618 25.77144 26.45406 
26.66918 26.09925 26.28316 446.7256 449.3971 525.276 503.3006 25.09211 26.98763 26.31207 
26.68926 25.41907 26.45368 436.0788 445.9763 533.3674 535.2722 25.83155 25.20296 26.47411 
26.38767 25.85382 26.74353 428.3497 436.1244 503.583 532.3691 26.68658 25.25218 25.44292 
26.79908 25.08837 25.65305 444.8813 434.6357 526.2673 528.3413 26.19188 26.76332 25.50722 
26.02361 25.08699 26.98272 440.53 437.8839 533.9635 527.2606 26.86277 25.18776 25.6811 
25.83709 26.99555 26.65885 438.127 431.8106 537.9336 549.9744 25.9028 25.1699 26.97268 
25.59291 25.58493 25.39355 449.3259 434.787 533.2908 500.5663 25.38705 26.7087 25.56475 
26.52081 25.41815 25.40357 443.2211 446.7054 509.1016 547.4008 25.1336 25.61468 26.46859 
26.00847 26.63408 26.24347 432.4316 425.9399 525.4465 519.4413 26.27745 25.54273 26.64625 
25.02585 25.78788 26.816 447.2009 433.5845 546.0626 507.961 25.92798 26.05806 26.94452 
26.70531 26.89474 25.95888 435.0342 429.1003 506.5945 500.6085 25.04116 26.15385 25.30255 
26.58278 26.06239 25.60152 436.5662 448.3563 519.9908 521.894 25.8759 25.34635 26.5413 
25.39478 26.74728 25.86929 449.6836 437.5936 547.618 524.0391 25.96792 25.93951 26.5547 
26.65531 25.99703 25.33667 435.0844 446.0018 519.6958 543.6036 25.25333 25.94189 26.4904 
25.52007 25.57482 26.20087 444.774 431.678 513.565 514.023 26.08109 25.90197 26.65916 
25.06403 26.75959 25.20144 448.9107 434.1213 530.7088 538.0771 26.70483 26.18359 26.63239 
26.10577 26.55273 25.21211 434.7987 428.6728 502.3466 529.1649 25.26258 26.83508 25.30613 
25.43138 26.66063 25.86447 447.1876 443.8107 547.0169 549.007 26.15551 26.70245 26.63152 
26.66149 25.42391 25.73712 437.8919 442.4659 525.3223 532.4897 25.23325 26.08489 26.67525 
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25.10643 26.35661 26.55923 435.2405 447.8083 535.5827 542.8415 25.85329 26.73459 26.63192 
26.22297 25.35345 25.2141 445.854 445.7883 500.2598 516.908 26.89357 26.14669 25.44983 
26.6824 25.12292 25.59917 428.9973 428.3687 527.2557 543.558 25.31273 26.447 25.72547 
25.65165 25.68872 25.07727 437.7719 441.3743 519.2262 542.8463 26.15849 26.9002 25.95325 
26.46884 26.64466 26.87282 439.1323 448.8171 502.7034 547.2977 26.84778 25.59085 25.27711 
25.69971 26.64207 26.86676 441.4567 430.5226 546.8929 510.5302 26.06118 25.95568 25.50987 
25.7064 26.70421 25.49659 444.8863 436.8306 502.5922 535.8481 26.10876 26.03286 25.46538 
26.93008 26.08845 25.43132 434.0141 435.1891 507.5657 521.868 25.16513 26.98309 26.13925 
26.06596 25.36283 26.60349 445.3934 429.8467 532.5898 546.5089 25.43141 26.20975 25.53332 
26.19171 26.47126 25.13962 430.4061 439.1591 507.2491 545.5075 25.4484 26.72328 25.77264 
26.94391 25.71198 25.50415 432.2608 439.2661 538.8901 543.7304 26.092 25.87444 26.2269 
25.23142 25.57493 25.39214 430.0557 449.9611 535.1135 535.4576 25.87196 25.0239 25.33694 
26.67876 26.36487 26.89161 449.8479 434.2109 531.8944 502.9236 25.64032 26.30814 26.23101 
25.11708 26.85226 26.82919 433.2891 437.442 524.3373 543.629 26.28085 26.87265 26.01781 
26.25284 26.45961 26.52619 442.0375 431.4218 541.5425 506.132 26.97198 25.33051 25.14233 
26.39243 25.57834 26.3893 433.2411 443.8772 506.7906 548.4016 26.26763 25.39214 25.65163 
25.52104 26.37861 25.32127 427.8761 438.7152 531.2118 500.5551 25.3919 25.53891 26.43661 
26.35972 25.74829 25.78799 429.3888 433.1461 515.3962 512.7402 26.33198 25.58054 25.00515 
25.49931 26.75037 26.93848 442.148 444.4381 527.911 546.586 26.01664 25.12726 25.12228 
26.82631 26.06957 26.50279 438.0004 433.667 539.0821 540.1943 26.18388 25.69639 26.77555 
26.82066 26.27782 26.06745 427.4788 439.0702 518.7172 544.9786 25.02664 26.92654 25.87756 
25.67099 25.20933 25.25929 439.5308 435.8388 545.3487 536.131 25.25878 25.09905 25.30098 
26.64576 25.89825 26.2419 445.0987 437.4949 541.3366 543.8938 26.21897 26.57126 25.8209 
26.73755 26.14192 25.92042 442.98 427.3434 548.6534 516.4258 26.25591 25.3906 26.96006 
26.79064 25.97717 25.13328 437.5118 448.4094 504.2982 544.7792 26.12377 25.32073 25.37826 
26.44912 26.40724 26.48148 425.5146 428.488 547.379 515.6605 25.45851 26.9228 26.24924 
26.41092 26.46384 25.23985 437.8236 434.9895 545.1783 514.145 26.30061 26.79626 26.7668 
25.02764 25.27723 26.0811 438.8867 438.0251 507.7623 503.9888 25.74357 26.80352 26.93396 
25.49793 25.03168 25.24507 436.548 445.7346 518.2689 519.7824 26.04688 25.07365 26.10486 
26.26987 25.72516 25.66038 444.8004 436.7159 502.7765 523.2681 26.62458 25.94993 25.3962 
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25.31036 26.90232 26.73296 439.924 445.9644 511.1444 549.5298 25.81338 26.09424 26.04615 
26.44979 25.35122 26.64982 435.463 441.8047 514.6097 500.462 26.4945 26.46046 26.26859 
26.30772 26.30459 25.03805 438.6772 428.0498 546.0737 532.4214 26.20911 26.10136 26.77467 
26.56238 26.02587 25.64805 436.1687 429.4177 528.522 548.8617 25.24223 25.19167 26.2911 
26.88388 26.96246 26.54196 449.6599 441.9672 511.3882 541.957 25.51007 26.98649 25.23339 
25.20553 26.33488 25.7178 445.5661 434.8461 507.244 532.6067 26.13799 26.12093 26.40829 
26.60926 25.33098 26.86677 449.56 429.7687 508.4427 509.446 26.67455 25.58525 26.09835 
25.37016 25.09707 26.48171 448.3557 442.725 547.0489 527.9083 26.96878 25.63398 26.17591 
26.68244 25.33858 25.17234 432.8759 437.8882 512.2041 532.5222 25.54462 26.04162 26.27305 
25.41106 26.5226 25.75951 439.2699 426.2486 532.5344 543.5446 25.13243 25.97823 26.29814 
25.01524 25.06565 26.73421 442.8939 446.3729 533.4154 502.0523 26.38032 26.94973 25.76938 
26.87824 26.00994 26.55585 446.9566 447.1106 517.9235 509.4437 26.46132 25.53337 26.92954 
25.20696 25.48132 26.91039 437.975 425.5025 545.0893 537.0898 25.16457 25.13757 26.13812 
25.77884 25.83316 25.34059 432.2514 432.6994 507.889 500.7284 25.26498 26.59543 26.73383 
26.67974 26.32057 26.58113 426.0954 446.7126 535.7584 509.6712 26.86304 25.41434 26.15142 
25.32843 25.12164 26.01704 433.9735 425.8822 509.1065 541.7593 26.16755 25.10187 25.15877 
25.64616 26.97551 25.86096 427.3184 428.2563 527.0003 503.0624 25.52888 26.80569 25.55554 
25.16893 26.42016 26.2464 427.2511 432.1679 549.069 548.2312 25.44452 25.42149 26.2858 
25.95982 25.55286 25.11709 425.2949 440.4298 517.0732 547.1668 25.6318 25.02077 25.20344 
26.18521 26.3855 25.70787 438.8586 445.4933 519.7419 540.4421 25.66734 25.86605 25.26899 
25.82541 25.5096 26.68417 442.7039 428.5044 544.3524 530.453 25.96542 26.73716 26.76688 
26.10953 25.70405 26.20012 425.4343 429.7514 540.9664 530.9777 25.03554 25.75443 25.93446 
26.88085 25.43428 25.64529 444.9747 428.1474 502.8562 527.4292 25.87008 25.62566 25.95922 
26.54128 26.05934 26.09319 449.9021 436.089 501.3126 528.9727 25.52178 25.508 25.01049 
26.9986 25.43681 25.08403 427.5533 448.8317 516.4577 540.94 25.91857 25.07212 26.93574 
26.17526 26.96036 26.02132 426.1654 428.9363 523.8655 505.8223 25.17878 25.70127 26.1205 
26.24438 26.81286 25.17229 445.7847 446.5746 542.1419 543.591 26.88506 25.77718 25.4799 
26.6779 25.08334 25.18105 429.6059 426.5502 541.8835 504.7099 25.39266 25.15189 26.59892 
25.2849 26.22128 25.64027 431.6384 443.5211 513.4134 506.4116 25.47392 26.42386 26.32648 
25.16781 26.52626 25.16373 435.2784 443.1204 529.0634 538.6158 25.85698 26.16389 25.76484 
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26.92176 26.51311 25.18438 436.0583 425.5858 538.9477 513.2738 25.55644 25.9311 25.60955 
25.28477 25.48044 25.67166 426.3706 440.8899 525.1922 546.6168 26.77806 25.50925 26.62862 
26.23829 26.07351 26.45246 445.7829 442.5077 547.9811 528.5642 26.9906 26.08392 25.152 
26.9441 26.50242 25.57139 448.7854 438.9069 511.2794 522.6331 25.1093 25.08928 26.84391 
26.10419 25.81501 25.42233 434.157 445.3498 522.5113 527.7019 25.79271 25.27215 25.64291 
25.48434 25.61256 25.13128 434.0812 432.5765 516.0723 514.9033 25.87992 26.08023 26.70534 
25.50322 25.84428 26.28454 436.1867 448.6585 546.5204 541.1715 26.27761 26.15418 25.10123 
25.59881 25.41635 26.83209 438.3226 431.3566 526.8609 547.9449 25.68568 26.57051 26.11023 
26.16702 26.22337 26.56521 446.2103 448.004 528.886 532.4314 25.25635 26.19839 25.3561 
25.7297 25.17258 25.54417 430.5231 426.5647 538.1084 529.8925 25.63077 26.52601 26.81559 
26.91828 25.27123 25.27653 435.2766 449.6468 535.0971 547.0488 26.10058 26.20228 25.80895 
26.4383 25.88471 26.34957 428.3725 441.9798 549.3879 518.0015 26.50913 26.96473 25.61943 
26.92659 26.05296 26.52427 449.0158 435.8598 541.3865 529.6671 25.71197 25.8906 26.33873 
25.60291 26.41617 25.78489 437.4676 440.8974 509.7957 520.6988 25.55503 26.33788 26.13538 
25.14542 25.21292 25.30388 429.985 441.8082 501.9433 539.322 26.36424 25.0875 26.45064 
26.87348 25.21037 25.15324 427.0374 449.2406 533.9767 530.6688 25.39625 25.97132 26.64715 
25.04013 26.57186 26.80364 431.3965 428.9576 540.7203 544.6246 26.83951 26.83257 26.51922 
26.39406 25.78631 26.33817 441.5523 427.7352 504.2526 539.9398 26.30349 25.48388 25.69448 
26.99224 25.31501 25.00529 439.154 448.8673 505.2119 539.3049 26.73342 26.24364 26.09973 
25.01899 26.08916 25.16777 431.3273 428.5192 548.5865 527.2725 26.07971 26.89421 26.14824 
25.83539 25.42758 25.49941 430.1814 439.5358 513.3238 527.77 26.09632 26.49247 25.25946 
26.84182 26.09896 25.70477 438.8859 443.7057 500.4931 515.5968 25.05347 25.91234 25.85147 
26.04489 26.00707 26.46836 437.5194 442.8684 512.4174 515.9453 26.6436 26.42483 25.55588 
25.1196 26.57143 25.31022 447.0341 432.3849 538.7546 530.219 26.63231 25.57991 25.61241 
25.91284 26.89027 26.72108 432.1743 437.749 510.2494 508.7368 25.20853 25.023 26.54126 
26.13411 25.5361 25.13669 446.8761 444.0302 529.1663 540.0287 25.91539 26.61819 25.35378 
26.25384 25.2831 26.5334 447.897 436.3053 542.7114 544.7138 25.08139 26.31586 26.67879 
25.68118 26.04546 25.37538 432.5224 426.9811 516.7538 539.9712 25.02855 26.14216 26.35847 
25.49158 26.48748 26.35182 429.4137 449.6356 504.5972 520.6868 26.46422 25.99259 25.21423 
25.29843 25.84011 26.54958 446.3153 434.8196 521.9651 530.1682 26.48256 25.35799 25.50239 
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26.47077 25.4842 25.86421 432.6142 434.1679 538.8915 539.5092 25.92133 26.26968 25.63298 
25.49975 26.69267 25.11134 435.4593 430.7775 506.2662 547.3722 25.88871 26.63256 25.24053 
25.39745 25.30146 26.71627 440.527 436.196 549.9245 510.3726 25.46774 25.25408 25.81914 
26.30548 25.32022 25.99479 440.7503 436.8028 542.6605 509.1165 25.01401 25.50533 26.19844 
25.29779 26.55712 25.62936 447.9198 443.0385 502.0208 523.6726 25.53856 26.01497 25.12226 
25.13935 25.9348 25.92031 433.6458 430.8867 528.8325 526.4403 25.42111 25.11311 25.72269 
26.08776 25.36183 26.89253 442.57 432.8815 519.3988 541.3783 25.43605 26.86902 25.00989 
25.49973 26.30643 26.09282 446.4062 427.4681 517.2311 545.4059 25.68246 26.22471 25.4661 
25.11153 25.41243 26.18154 425.9156 434.1255 511.7808 549.3129 25.85101 25.38317 26.92148 
25.95272 25.62775 25.06536 439.8612 440.0254 506.8655 531.1545 25.55889 26.59666 25.64288 
25.89385 25.89608 26.56921 433.8742 437.5923 535.3344 506.3941 26.88613 25.96198 26.93731 
26.51668 26.77569 25.77527 442.7685 440.8964 543.0433 540.119 26.48615 25.94031 26.44329 
26.70333 26.80353 25.96667 437.7624 443.6178 545.8102 518.697 25.40581 25.33839 25.05315 
26.02492 26.11804 26.61917 440.2091 446.2636 514.0141 524.0287 26.40593 25.01098 26.18688 
26.70983 26.57943 25.41984 435.171 447.4263 527.6104 528.176 26.23049 26.51509 25.46586 
26.49736 25.72936 25.377 434.0649 438.2996 548.8848 533.5121 26.14524 26.33175 26.64464 
26.98465 25.91191 26.2364 437.8857 448.206 546.5837 502.412 26.66214 26.82989 26.02586 
26.76931 26.65775 25.40037 433.9026 446.1751 542.9894 533.0425 26.05557 25.62964 25.25763 
25.88567 26.01026 26.45749 435.4524 441.6477 530.0451 544.0864 25.1944 25.66794 25.14914 
25.15014 25.13638 25.45106 437.9388 441.6609 534.8326 540.3523 25.51558 26.18586 26.99976 
25.40644 25.0333 26.20235 438.3666 433.5583 506.8068 547.0756 26.57357 25.074 26.95356 
25.38817 25.11724 26.28278 448.5731 446.9621 525.8978 517.4999 26.58706 26.20314 26.15612 
25.91738 26.98986 26.65859 437.3737 426.8622 531.7192 500.7732 26.71152 26.83997 26.27462 
26.35221 26.60977 26.19694 436.4261 444.0939 546.6562 514.7678 26.27101 25.08482 26.24271 
26.56547 25.07685 25.19661 446.1532 434.279 524.3259 500.4854 26.14719 25.11633 26.23503 
26.39697 26.41995 26.87586 439.448 436.7864 517.617 543.9784 26.36741 25.7276 26.99138 
25.22304 26.0595 25.69355 444.687 438.6513 524.8435 524.4267 25.19179 25.62462 25.58261 
26.77923 26.88864 25.72067 437.4459 429.2049 544.2077 528.0451 25.82326 25.6677 25.51893 
25.12267 26.85956 25.47809 443.2567 436.1763 523.9819 517.7034 25.98195 25.70389 26.03598 
25.73265 25.91029 26.3322 447.4452 438.7083 512.4418 514.6644 26.83765 26.21479 25.84946 
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25.97121 26.09557 25.93035 446.3294 449.5078 526.0877 534.4284 26.46424 25.58766 26.84092 
25.96072 25.74614 26.27392 426.3979 441.9569 515.0192 509.4881 26.65919 25.7233 25.3354 
26.98733 26.63845 26.67043 443.5003 444.0107 506.6859 507.6173 26.07829 26.11304 25.73252 
25.20243 26.68535 25.24271 440.3351 446.2253 500.5377 529.6089 26.05275 26.04091 25.59261 
25.15089 26.12154 25.21103 441.2581 439.3683 507.1764 523.3654 26.20478 25.19281 25.82694 
25.42882 25.18044 25.52395 438.0345 447.041 538.9953 535.4895 26.10129 26.68317 25.90079 
25.94872 26.70465 26.55233 449.5838 433.6507 542.231 539.3042 25.69756 26.22906 25.96115 
26.51621 25.8099 26.64192 428.2237 443.6669 524.6241 528.3737 25.12788 26.9373 25.92163 
26.66722 25.75312 26.11704 444.252 435.5398 548.6182 535.0628 26.95385 25.72815 26.40187 
25.74985 26.03253 25.05673 435.0463 448.7677 526.0859 547.7037 26.34144 25.94492 26.00624 
26.321 26.42253 25.20131 435.4118 447.353 530.3086 546.8687 26.30276 25.6623 26.62265 
26.70516 26.72287 26.46012 437.7052 446.9578 501.4738 549.7693 25.19723 26.97993 25.80268 
26.90846 26.46245 26.55283 428.1612 445.4252 502.1079 504.8586 26.42143 26.92252 25.77423 
26.49504 25.54441 25.73504 442.9801 428.5537 533.5756 535.0398 25.57169 26.5251 25.45463 
26.59526 25.65661 26.7836 430.4539 429.0368 507.3395 548.8265 26.49578 26.32613 25.13876 
25.71849 25.14142 25.77464 431.4294 426.0806 521.9437 507.567 25.21357 25.55721 25.48522 
26.30357 25.29126 26.1658 426.4588 427.0028 518.3426 547.4918 25.17944 26.77981 25.81269 
25.33672 26.71182 25.6432 442.9524 428.656 540.5103 522.1258 25.87597 25.1158 26.8249 
26.92401 26.63183 25.59424 439.876 438.2422 535.3256 514.3577 26.38893 25.04422 26.84118 
26.2249 25.98924 26.00794 433.3803 431.9741 524.1032 529.2349 25.0471 25.30645 25.87533 
26.71012 26.04208 26.63694 425.1316 442.6487 526.5819 549.2871 25.77869 26.49656 25.16631 
26.50794 26.72581 25.00642 447.6401 435.9644 516.9419 504.0548 26.28558 25.70374 25.79052 
26.24903 26.02603 26.18019 428.6087 448.3893 509.6378 502.0743 26.56333 25.095 26.66588 
25.46362 25.36095 25.63633 430.8057 427.0161 510.5316 543.5318 25.17665 25.37081 25.09403 
26.62216 26.47739 26.14643 449.8567 427.4404 510.5127 524.2283 26.47685 26.00176 26.81092 
25.54517 25.99861 25.27629 432.1685 443.8513 508.0983 530.7679 25.29643 26.74118 26.77393 
26.26165 25.15195 25.34295 437.4188 434.0803 506.4703 539.3624 25.46763 25.45922 26.46776 
25.45066 26.8051 26.47081 429.9189 430.9466 549.7348 547.0376 26.70298 26.66324 26.66112 
26.4022 25.15593 25.48095 427.7007 445.3057 502.725 513.1113 25.80289 25.81272 25.04949 
26.16118 25.7165 25.74517 426.9715 443.0844 537.0964 530.124 25.02412 26.30004 25.85422 
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26.0742 26.97692 25.93768 433.9673 439.3987 540.1256 534.8017 25.72238 26.25135 25.53427 
26.62135 25.99068 25.3069 444.7693 431.2486 513.9884 538.4414 26.23632 25.94718 25.93451 
26.23924 26.46965 25.53373 438.6934 434.1207 512.6715 541.0446 26.23552 25.39002 26.16454 
26.19172 26.9877 26.29699 441.2935 439.2357 502.8706 509.4545 25.97972 26.46158 26.36967 
26.24738 25.13677 25.07816 431.8342 436.5014 501.4601 512.7981 26.76491 26.50269 25.93978 
25.86524 25.49711 26.0177 437.0406 431.4004 524.849 526.2449 26.60917 26.0458 25.1078 
25.40166 25.64287 26.7116 436.9622 436.6942 512.5291 547.3307 25.78704 26.93944 26.91249 
25.38529 25.65004 25.5755 436.6008 438.6413 506.3126 536.2307 25.48092 26.33929 26.73571 
26.92839 25.52936 25.06963 444.8696 436.4307 525.3425 515.9989 25.50702 25.32387 26.34745 
25.90461 25.59664 25.39097 428.2287 440.0796 525.6839 524.4477 26.04458 26.88847 25.1928 
26.80681 26.38665 25.58628 444.671 430.1322 513.1887 539.489 26.5617 25.0325 25.55266 
25.37131 26.61399 26.49867 441.2446 434.4277 523.3329 510.3383 25.86306 25.40116 26.79601 
25.84196 26.05119 26.19421 447.4161 439.7285 543.279 506.9301 26.33227 25.1645 26.27864 
26.38016 25.00581 25.36498 428.0407 430.527 505.731 540.4663 25.76601 26.20164 25.1215 
26.48238 25.64748 25.28274 438.8321 431.73 537.1507 543.1349 26.42026 26.06809 26.34809 
25.24514 26.58901 26.22516 425.7562 442.1032 530.6268 533.882 26.9588 26.55011 25.28768 
25.1178 26.35916 25.20188 434.6516 441.4222 523.6955 544.4893 26.62107 25.32948 26.69365 
25.46534 26.62749 26.50361 447.6177 437.7244 519.467 537.4374 26.92888 25.98709 26.54442 
26.718 26.32329 25.43341 447.4942 435.9552 532.9826 549.6461 25.89331 26.20088 25.94363 
25.60077 25.1024 26.95968 425.8018 425.2392 527.1415 542.2112 25.29077 26.29633 26.59701 
26.05428 25.34795 26.09448 433.2475 434.2947 542.0387 537.068 26.40508 26.89396 26.54308 
26.04725 25.13331 25.60352 449.9191 428.6669 508.2298 532.2813 26.96084 26.18483 25.54417 
26.37011 26.60745 25.13229 439.0188 444.1678 509.4826 531.8659 25.8782 25.09276 26.52047 
26.86739 26.69741 26.48296 440.4658 441.6404 543.7062 515.767 26.33779 26.12812 26.44252 
26.51644 26.63685 25.71439 448.6635 431.7289 525.6592 541.7689 25.38941 26.45052 26.22819 
25.84351 25.49549 25.66909 431.9079 449.5588 537.5402 533.8835 25.42437 26.23657 25.66579 
25.51594 25.59502 25.59199 443.5955 436.4724 532.1891 544.7382 26.24698 26.38816 25.35793 
26.73153 25.16184 25.81353 428.5466 448.3043 544.1807 541.2917 26.85666 25.19729 26.91914 
25.51733 26.62695 25.72616 448.1962 430.0322 541.684 515.7179 26.09507 26.84142 25.60088 
26.89143 26.35793 26.45259 449.8842 438.3208 532.5352 521.4322 25.89241 25.50964 26.30834 
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25.39204 25.58618 26.63051 429.7397 435.3757 522.075 542.2401 25.79776 25.12093 25.0305 
26.18758 26.20684 26.17343 435.517 443.5062 514.5082 539.4502 25.8879 26.57449 26.38874 
25.45043 25.43231 26.69785 434.1479 442.2146 515.6472 500.7306 25.48306 26.4299 25.15481 
26.49831 25.65166 26.84758 434.4309 444.6333 522.3021 533.5456 26.53146 25.63547 25.08589 
25.31177 26.64326 25.36492 427.4514 440.0381 518.302 548.5238 25.25869 26.08867 25.50028 
25.45424 25.31092 25.09148 434.9763 445.7052 535.7502 538.452 25.36641 26.75637 26.86624 
26.89862 26.77794 26.74025 427.007 443.5642 527.8226 535.5642 25.60319 26.28277 26.32285 
26.34261 26.21931 25.94697 447.9584 432.1584 510.5627 516.4221 25.68964 26.5655 26.99939 
25.7217 25.49421 25.41624 428.9655 441.2568 515.859 508.5644 26.58887 26.97819 25.82937 
25.35197 25.04149 25.69386 427.5513 446.9785 504.7877 549.9134 25.49053 26.74185 25.78119 
26.94812 26.68139 25.02192 443.4118 432.7437 501.3982 501.5464 26.97258 25.70338 25.25809 
26.97018 26.11551 26.47742 433.416 432.8037 539.4328 532.4025 25.89973 26.5235 25.5784 
25.95715 26.34243 25.02009 430.3613 427.6297 507.7652 517.6824 26.8916 26.56263 26.35069 
25.40071 25.94145 26.80319 426.0441 445.8508 521.7002 504.4279 26.23977 26.03655 26.71509 
26.41161 26.31726 26.74968 426.742 432.4926 542.1596 536.3191 25.17657 26.41139 26.57985 
26.90606 25.76185 26.56948 426.4406 446.4454 533.8872 531.1019 25.41867 26.10264 26.5212 
26.32235 26.31908 25.04394 440.3559 439.2569 537.1849 521.4282 26.04702 25.21759 26.60482 
26.76776 25.73407 25.31645 446.9877 437.063 508.6506 530.4122 26.23209 26.16751 25.03077 
26.02398 26.79994 25.50694 444.5108 437.2574 515.3233 508.6339 26.07574 26.77202 25.01367 
26.77638 25.50854 25.56162 448.7817 436.123 534.1449 546.2611 26.91527 26.62917 26.77712 
25.70089 25.79884 25.83305 447.5292 439.9844 519.4478 537.0903 25.81641 25.06792 25.91404 
26.85647 25.28666 25.05356 436.9181 447.4723 534.7854 544.4781 25.92459 25.82749 26.94581 
25.22805 26.54026 25.5792 427.8311 436.6142 542.455 521.1886 26.93081 25.09771 26.60845 
26.08446 26.41888 25.41119 448.1492 430.9712 514.2437 520.4263 25.01593 25.91316 26.90187 
26.23995 25.81266 25.32417 446.5411 447.6126 501.0784 527.0056 26.50131 25.42369 25.35088 
26.26578 26.51348 26.41804 441.4469 429.4619 500.8823 523.8375 26.70877 26.881 26.03939 
25.01608 25.26931 25.20954 427.3744 445.1333 522.323 514.4672 26.11657 26.51845 25.84375 
26.59162 26.91423 26.51296 433.1003 430.8957 501.4912 510.5635 25.69384 25.64264 26.8134 
26.37749 26.71455 25.59732 441.0623 435.8592 524.6189 519.6306 25.03588 25.31587 25.57598 
25.6486 26.73612 25.90937 444.5694 443.2461 503.53 514.4689 26.4634 26.56726 25.93466 
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25.88714 25.75006 25.12933 445.6527 441.665 532.1235 508.4979 26.20084 26.02344 26.6092 
25.43086 26.218 25.01241 437.9773 442.047 522.4833 528.2287 25.22135 26.5511 26.98732 
26.28813 26.1321 25.78314 427.4037 445.29 502.8665 522.5206 26.00701 25.94823 26.56003 
26.31067 26.03063 25.65424 439.2995 440.2458 536.0001 522.5282 25.34891 26.14623 25.40415 
25.76079 26.37369 25.63363 433.5311 425.1397 503.8754 511.6618 25.49 26.95064 26.44047 
26.58436 26.14089 26.22102 433.9824 447.7098 505.4512 541.9523 25.21348 26.12985 26.11834 
25.86328 25.90147 25.87148 427.3957 447.7523 505.6234 540.5541 25.81235 25.65161 25.66855 
25.97477 25.05697 25.90349 430.0788 434.2017 510.4063 538.7203 25.41747 25.68184 25.67939 
25.32252 25.9026 25.82934 449.1234 444.5777 547.2105 538.5126 25.46933 26.9368 25.88031 
26.71455 25.45031 26.06748 427.4033 431.3508 541.7432 531.9872 25.11337 25.64925 26.02202 
25.19321 25.41332 26.43844 435.8725 445.8014 530.9947 518.2413 26.56594 26.92683 26.37994 
25.79442 25.78429 25.08756 435.158 425.1966 525.2942 530.8683 26.75862 25.29364 25.87502 
26.11743 25.34636 25.53751 441.8553 448.3179 533.2633 500.0222 25.49301 26.20544 26.87152 
25.58176 26.20027 25.44943 431.5019 441.6706 516.4412 548.8148 26.96887 25.70553 25.93287 
26.30002 26.82717 25.85777 447.4089 437.6894 548.2294 520.8497 25.95781 26.49868 26.60193 
26.99927 26.07319 26.37307 432.3932 430.4254 514.7291 547.5708 25.87716 25.16642 26.9149 
26.23673 26.2623 26.37884 447.3738 448.4661 523.0822 540.9869 26.49184 26.89151 26.30286 
26.65912 25.9902 25.97171 443.2468 432.0893 527.078 525.2192 26.74932 26.57373 26.59889 
25.53785 26.62198 25.57506 436.8825 429.4336 514.4039 547.513 25.88701 25.85226 26.61808 
26.12475 26.85131 26.63137 430.8552 447.2939 503.1326 510.331 26.29073 25.46232 25.61048 
25.17077 25.9255 26.51909 439.2739 449.9003 526.7311 525.5896 26.36428 26.95413 26.17581 
26.40554 25.65806 26.1489 426.3627 432.6105 536.9895 539.7881 25.18667 25.34846 26.41651 
26.72051 25.31199 26.81005 438.0222 430.9216 537.1666 549.9957 25.8842 25.01425 26.99583 
25.06369 26.5478 26.13422 441.2046 441.7234 505.0893 517.8175 26.42556 26.23213 26.37092 
26.44221 25.15897 26.08538 446.4993 442.3993 548.9544 520.0199 26.79023 26.7372 26.00315 
26.74554 26.29481 25.1558 426.2814 438.73 540.47 519.4362 26.40306 25.87724 26.13943 
25.39159 25.39066 26.41509 435.2599 449.7187 540.8729 515.4263 25.39365 26.17004 26.60506 
26.56637 25.70144 25.8178 444.585 444.94 522.8741 543.8426 25.73954 25.44855 25.75843 
25.01561 25.06991 26.11912 435.4766 439.0188 503.3497 538.5566 25.48333 26.62147 26.23957 
 
 
 
